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President’s Report 
 

President’s Report 
Larry Garrett, President 

I will begin by saying thank you to the staff of BCCA.  Kevin, Becky, Elaine, Holly, Michele, Bree, Carley, Lisa 
and Jennifer, Thank You.  On March 2nd, 2020 after our Board meeting, our Board, many Past President’s, 
past Board Members and local ranchers wished Becky happy trails at her retirement party.  The cattle 
industry thanked her for her contribution.  It was a very impactful evening that demonstrated how inter-
connected our industry is.  Sometimes we do not all agree with the path forward, but as long as we learn 
from our history and move in some direction, we will continue to be respected by the society that we feed.   

As a Board, we are taking seriously the commitment to build relationships with Government, our 
membership and fellow beef producers across Canada.  Now we are taking on a challenge by developing a 
new committee, lead by John Anderson, to build our relationship with our Indigenous neighbours.  We will 
have to be willing to adapt our thought processes and our reactions as we build on any relationship. 

Our fencing program for the Province of British Columbia is challenging at times but it is both valuable to 
producers and to all the people in British Columbia.  I am encouraged to see the program continue year 
after year.  

This year was fraught with controversy with the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) as the Province introduced 
changes to the ALR.  As a Board, we met with the Agricultural Land Commission (ALC) and BC Minister of 
Agriculture Lana Popham, and made a pointed written submission to the Province on behalf of ranchers, in 
the midst of much misinformation being spread on Facebook. We also met with the ALC on several 
occasions throughout the year.  

BCCA continues to present the idea that there are too many trees planted in British Columbia and not 
enough focus on forage and it’s effects on the biodiversity of our ecosystems.  As Ranchers tell your friends 
and urban cousins that 76% of wildlife habitats are on farms and ranches.  We have urged Government to 
reconsider the rigid stocking standards that are in regulation.   

Another serious long-term commitment is to profile the benefits to the ecosystem that our ruminantsoffer. 

The exposure as your President includes attending meetings, making presentations and connecting with 
both government and membership.  With the help from a group of committed ranchers we were at BC Beef 
Days (May 2019), BC Agriculture Council’s Ag Days (November 2019) as representatives of BCCA, a fly in to 
Ottawa (March 2020), and a Town Hall in Quesnel (January 2020), along with many conference calls. 

As we move into COVID-19, we are in reaction mode, hoping to keep beef moving through the food chain.  
The Canadian Cattlemen’s Association, along with other industry groups, is doing a good job keeping 
information flowing with twice-weekly conference calls with the provincial cattlemen’s presidents and 
managers, CCA Board Members and affiliated Cattlemen’s Associations.  At BCCA, we held a secretary 
conference call in mid-April open to all regional and local secretaries and have sent frequent emails with 
up-to-date information.  We appreciate the secretaries moving information out to their local associations. 

Our committee chairs have worked hard to accomplish benefits for ranchers throughout the province.  I 
encourage you to read their reports, and feedback is always welcome. 

Respectfully Submitted  
 

Larry Garrett,  
President  
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General Manager’s Report 

GENERAL MANAGER’S REPORT 

 

Kevin Boon, General Manager 
 

It goes without saying that the last few months have shown us how quickly and drastically things can 
change!  We have had to face some new realities and will see some others emerge in the future as we 
work our way through the COVID-19 pandemic. 

I want to show my appreciation to the Annual General Meeting organizing committee from the North 
Peace Cattlemen’s Association for being so understanding.  Thank you for agreeing to work with us to 
postpone hosting the event in Fort St. John to next year (2021).  The same to the North Okanagan 
Livestock Association (NOLA) for delaying their plans to host by a year.  We hope to see you all in 2021 in 
Fort St. John – by then, we will be prepared for the party!   

In these uncertain times, it is hard to focus on what this will mean for the future of our industry when 
we are faced with volatility day to day in our market.  As is the case with many things, we have to 
weather the storm before we know how much we have to rebuild or if the storm has cleaned things up 
in a way that we can gain from its passing. 

With the heightened awareness of the challenges and importance of the food production and supply 
chains, the consumer and the government will be much more vested in listening to the realities of what 
it takes to get that food on their table.  I see this as an opportunity to work towards the true things that 
need to be done to keep the industry sustainable. 

While the issues around the outbreak have created an awareness for food production, the fires of the 
past few years have also helped to show the need to regard food production in a different manner.   

This has created a much larger awareness of the vulnerability of our processing industry across Canada 
and how it affects us in BC.  With funding support from the Ministry of Agriculture, a steering committee 
for the development of a new Beef Brand and processing capacity to accommodate it was created.  A 
notification is coming out in the next couple of weeks outlining how producers can become involved in 
this new organization of a producer-owned and operated processing opportunity in BC. Please watch for 
notice on this exciting initiative and how you can become informed. 

The 2020-2021 Board of Directors will need to evaluate where we concentrate our resources to help our 
industry come out of this stronger than we went in.  We have done a lot of work on some key areas that 
I think we now have a much better case to present.  

We have worked hard to make the Province aware that Crown lands need to be managed for forage as 
well as timber and have a consideration for agriculture, especially those in the Agricultural Land Reserve.  

Crown land management needs transformation and I am optimistic that now is the opportunity for 
change. With our current work, in partnership with the Provincial Government, on the Target Grazing for 
Wildfire Reduction in Interface Areas, we are building a model for doing landscape level planning 
throughout the province.  The pilot is giving us an opportunity to bring all of the stakeholders to the 
table for a practical approach for managing these areas. 
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General Manager’s Report 

The longest and oldest obstruction to the ranching industry is red tape and regulatory burden.  While 
our pleas for a fair solution to costs like dam inspections and archeological assessments have gone 
unanswered, there is a better case to be made now as we move forward.  There appears to be a 
increased interest in those unrecoverable costs and their impacts on a ranching business’s ability to 
invest and operate.  I believe we must keep pushing to reduce the unnecessary costs of regulatory 
burden. 

Environment will continue to be a high focus area for the Province.  We have worked hard over the past 
few years on water and waste issues.  While the finished product of some of these still remain to be 
seen, it is safe to say that we did not get all that we advocated for.  Having said that, I am very confident 
that if we had not been at the table working on these issues, we would have had regulations that could 
have shut down the cattle industry in BC.  We will continue to work with the Province on the challenges 
that result from the new rules and regulations and seek opportunities to adapt them as we see the true 
impacts of their adoption to ranch operations.  

Each of the committees has made a report on the major issues that they have tackled throughout the 
year.  I encourage you to read each of them. If you have questions or concerns reach out to the Chair or 
committee member in your zone to get more detail. 

I want to say a huge thank you to the Board of Directors and all of the Committee members for the time 
and work they invest to make ranching possible in BC.  I look forward to working with the new 
committees and Board moving forward. 

Finally, I want to thank and recognize our staff.  I have to start by saying a huge thank you to Becky as 
she gets set to retire after 28 years with BCCA.  Becky’s last official day will be at the end of May.  There 
is no one in our office who has had more direct contact with our members than her.  She is the voice on 
the phone and the smiling face you see first when you enter our office.  Becky will be missed but not 
forgotten and we wish her well in her retirement. 

To each and every one of the other staff that work or contract to BC Cattlemen’s I cannot begin to tell 
you how much we depend on you in your role.  The nature of our work means it can be slow getting to 
the results we want for our members but there is no doubt that each of you are working hard to get 
results.  I thank each of you for your hard work and dedication to this industry. 

For each of you out there I wish you the best in the coming year as we adjust to what has been 
happening in our crazy world.  I look forward to getting things back to as close to normal as we can and I 
will see you next year at the AGM in Fort St. John! 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

Kevin Boon 
General Manager 
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Cattle Industry Development Council 

                                      Cattle Industry Development Council 
 
Thomas Wynker, Chair               Carley Henniger, Secretary 
 
It is my pleasure to present this year’s annual report on behalf of the producer members of the Cattle 
Industry Development Council (CIDC). It has been another productive year for the Council as we work on 
developing new protocols and processes to serve the BC cattle industry more efficiently and more 
effectively.  
 
CIDC Income 
We have experienced an increase of income over this last year due to the successful increase of the 
check-off levy. Total collections for the 2019/2020 fiscal year equated to 273,673 head of cattle and a 
total check-off income of $1,368,365. In this past year, $118,535 was received from BC cattle sold in 
Alberta and Saskatchewan (inter-provincial check-off). Council greatly appreciates the efforts of the 
many agents, dealers, sales yards and processing facilities, and Ownership Identification Inc., who all 
assist in the collection of check-off at time of sale or slaughter.  
 
In BC, we have the unique ability to support projects that benefit the BC cattle industry through the Beef 
Cattle Industry Development Fund. We are also able to trigger (release) dollars from the Fund that 
match the check-off income received which enables the CIDC to provide greater financial support to 
associations’ applications for funding. Within the 2019-2020 funding window, we were able to support 
the four provincial cattle associations with $807,315.  

In February 2019, the Council made the decision to increase funding to the BC cattle industry by 
$200,000 every year for three years. I am happy to report that our first year of increased funding has 
seen many successes, and we are pleased to be able to offer this for an additional two years.  

National Check-Off 
Half of the $5 check-off collected in BC goes to the National Check-Off Agency (the Agency). On behalf of 
BC producers, $624,915 was remitted to the Agency to support the national and international efforts of 
promotion, marketing development, research, and public and stakeholder engagement.  
BC also has representation on the National Check-Off Agency Board of Directors. Our BC representative 
is Terry Wiebe (BC Breeder and Feeder Association) from Northern BC. The Council would like to thank 
Terry for his work on behalf of our province, and we look forward to seeing how the board continues to 
move our industry forward.  

Each province determines how their national check-off will be allocated towards pillars of the National 
Beef Strategy. This distribution can be changed each year with the change taking effect the following 
year. While provinces are eligible to claim a provincial portion back, BC does not claim any provincial 
reserves from our national contributions, and allocates 100 per cent to the noted initiatives.  

The Cattle Industry Development Council participates with other provinces during provincial funders 
meetings. As well, we have voting and non-voting delegates attending the National Agency AGM each 
year.  
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Cattle Industry Development Council 

Beef Cattle Industry Development Fund Trust 
Since 1995, the Beef Cattle Industry Development Fund (BCIDF) has contributed over $14 million to 
projects that benefit the beef cattle industry. The Trust has an expiry date of 2075, and with thoughtful 
planning, the income from the Trust should sustain our industry for many years to come. Having this 
monetary security allows the Council to make longer term decisions.  
 
We are continuing to keep the Fund open for applications with deadlines being October 31st and April 
30th. An updated application form can be found on our website at www.cattlefund.net  

Every five years, the Council reviews the schedule of priorities in which the BCIDF is directed. In 
December 2019, the Council reviewed the priorities, and have established the following principles for 
2020-2025:  

1. Building Industry Association Capacity 
2. Building the BC Beef Advantage (Making BC Beef Competitive) 
3. Building and Maintaining the BC Cattle Industry for Sustainable Growth (while also addressing 

societal expectations) 
 Environmental Issues 
 Animal Wellbeing 
 Building Opportunities through Research 

 
We require that each application that is sent to the Council addresses at least one of these priority 
areas.  

Presidents’ Meeting 
This year, the Presidents’ Meeting was held in Richmond on January 28th, 2020. The Council considers 
meeting with the Presidents and General Managers of the BC cattle associations one of the most 
important ways to keep our Council engaged in current issues and activities in our provincial industry.  
During our meeting, our Council presented to the association leaders the new funding priorities for the 
next five years, and showcased our new process for making applications and communications with our 
Council easier and more efficient for our members and cattle producers.  

The Presidents and their General Managers reported on the activities, successes and challenges of their 
individual associations, which gave an opportunity for open discussions between the Council and the 
associations. 

Stina Nagel with the Canadian Cattlemen’s Association joined our meeting this year and presented on 
the operations of the Public and Stakeholder Engagement unit and how the national check-off dollars 
are utilized for public education of the beef industry. We also had the opportunity to watch the 
“Guardians of the Grasslands” documentary, which did an exceptional job in showcasing the benefits 
that cattle serve to the environment.  

Horn Levy 
The Horn Levy of $10 per head of cattle sold with horns is collected in BC and managed by a volunteer 
committee that meets independently of CIDC. This year, the levy was collected on 1,960 head of cattle. 
The funds collected are available for organizations (whose members raise cattle) for projects to benefit 
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Cattle Industry Development Council 

the cattle industry. In 2019-2020, four projects were approved, which leveraged $19,025 of the Horn 
Levy funds. 
 
Council would like to extend our sincerest gratitude to the past Chair, August Bremer who represented 
the BC Association of Cattle Feeders, and past Vice-Chair Bill Bentley who represented the BC 
Cattlemen’s Association for their dedication to the committee and our industry. We would also like to 
acknowledge and thank the current committee representatives: Leroy Peters (BCCA) Chair, Marvin Tonn 
(BCBFA) Vice- Chair, Roger Patenaude (BCCA), Nick Bapty, (BCACF), Bob Miller (OII), and Laura Code with 
the BC Ministry of Agriculture.  

Representation 
British Columbia is unique in that we are the only province that administers the check-off through a 
Council consisting of elected producer members our four cattle associations in BC. The members of the 
Council continue to work co-operatively for the best use of funds paid by producers.  
 

 BC Association of Cattle Feeders: 
Haley Rutherford 
 

 BC Breeders and Feeders Association: 
Connie Patterson (Vice-Chair) 
 

 BC Cattlemen’s Association: 
John Anderson  
Martin Rossmann 
Brian McKersie 

  Devin Chursinoff 
 

 BC Dairy Association: 
Thomas Wynker (Chair) 
Brian Schurmann 

 

I would personally like to take this time to thank the Council members for their dedication this last year 
in ensuring that the check-off dollars are managed with integrity, and are being used to the benefit of 
our industry.  

          Respectfully Submitted, 

          Thomas Wynker, Chair  
            Cattle Industry Development Council  
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Board of Directors Actions on 2019 Resolutions 

 
 
19-01 (V) 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the BC Cattlemen’s Association’s Livestock Protection Committee ask 
to have the mitigation boundary expanded to a 5-kilometer radius of the probable attack site.  
 
Action Taken: 
BC Cattlemen’s Association brought this request forward to the province at a meeting of the three 
ministries (ENV, FLNRORD, & AGRI) together with the Conservation Officer Service.  The directive we 
received was that the program cannot deviate from our current wildlife permits, which are in place until 
2021.  Making changes to these right now would mean that the permits would have to go through 
consultation again. However, the program does have the ability to request mitigation boundary 
extensions on a case by case basis where there is strong justification and clear evidence of need.  BCCA 
will bring this issue forward again when our permits come up for renewal.  
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Land Stewardship Committee 
  

    Andrea Haywood-Farmer & Rick Mumford, Coordinator 
Werner Stump, Chair                                 Carley Henniger, Staff Support 
 
Elevating the Profile of Forage Provincially  
The Land Stewardship Committee (LSC) continues to pursue new measures that elevate the profile of 
forage resources provincially. A primary opportunity for this over the past year has been through our 
engagement on changes to the Forest and Range Practices Act (FRPA) as well as through the Interior 
Forest Renewal Engagement.  While both of the formal engagement periods are closed, we continue to 
engage government with our key messaging and are encouraging government transparency as the next 
steps of these processes unfold.  
 
The first Bill in this suite of changes was introduced last spring (2019) and updates to the corresponding 
regulations continue in support of these amendments. The second Bill in this legislative package was to 
be introduced in the Legislature this spring; however, government response to COVID-19 has delayed 
this indefinitely.  
 
Some members of the LSC received a briefing from the Chief Forester’s office in April 2020 about the 
progress of the FRPA renewal process. We are encouraged by some of the facets of the proposed 
changes, but remain concerned that some of BCCA’s key issues are not being adequately addressed.  
The BCCA has written a follow-up letter to the Chief Foresters office to reiterate our key objectives and 
to highlight some of our concerns.  
 
Wildlife and Habitat in BC 
The BCCA and the LSC continue our involvement in the BC government’s engagement on the path 
forward in wildlife and habitat management.  This past fall, we attended a final workshop in Richmond 
that highlighted some of the key themes that have emerged throughout the engagement and some of 
the intended next steps. We also submitted written comments in response to the final report from the 
engagement – Together for Wildlife (Nov 2019). Overall, we are encouraged by the scope and strategic 
directions being taken in this engagement and by the recognition that our sector has received for our 
contributions to wildlife and habitat in BC. As many of the actions stemming from this process are yet to 
be initiated, it will be important for BCCA and the LSC to maintain our involvement moving forward.  
 
In early 2020, Minister Donaldson announced the creation of a Minister’s Advisory Committee to help 
implement this new approach. This process was based on applications and we encouraged several BCCA 
members to apply. We await news of the Committee selection.  
 
Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation  
The BC Government is once again engaging industry sectors and the public on ways to mitigate and 
adapt to the effects of climate change provincially. The BCCA has prepared comments to the online 
engagement, in an effort to profile the role that forage and grazing can play in climate change 
mitigation and adaptation as well as profile a variety of challenges and opportunities that our sector 
anticipates moving forward in the face of climate change. 
 
Extensive Agriculture Policy  
Over the past months, the LSC has been engaging the Lands Branch of the Ministry of Forests, Lands, 
Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development (FLNRORD) on ways to make the Extensive 
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Land Stewardship Committee 

Agriculture Policy Provisions of the Land Act more usable for producers, and to use this as a tool that 
better maximizes a range of values for producers and government. We have held a series of meetings 
and conference calls to determine priority areas within the policy for update and adjustment and , 
overall, have been met with openness by FLNRORD staff.  
 
Ministry staff are taking action on ‘low-hanging-fruit’ amendments, including provincial inconsistencies 
in lease to purchase options. This process, like so much in government these days, is taking extra time 
as government remains preoccupied with the management of COVID-19. We are planning a subsequent 
meeting to discuss approaches to address other priority areas such as extending lease to purchase 
terms, relaxing cultivation requirements, applying purchase credits, increasing maximum parcel size, 
and creating additional flexibility for binding/unbinding titles. 
 
Special Project – Forage Values  
After releasing a call for proposals in January, the BCCA commissioned Amanda Miller to develop a 
comprehensive literature review that highlights documented evidence of the economic and non-
economic values associated with sustainable forage supply in BC.  The key deliverable for this project 
will be a completed document for circulation, including documentation of works cited. The intended 
audience for this work includes the BCCA LSC, the BCCA Board of Directors, other BCCA committees, as 
well as others with whom the BCCA sees value in sharing the information with.  Information in this 
study will be used to inform BCCA’s public, industry, partner and government relations and provide 
content for our industry’s communications materials.  
 
An interim draft was produced for the LSC on April 1st, and we expect a final version by early May 2020. 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

Werner Stump, Chair 
Land Stewardship Committee 

 
Mike McConnell, Zone 1 (Peace) 

Charles Poole, Zone 2 (Central) 
Bob Storey, Zone 3 (Skeena) 

Grant Huffman, Zone 4 (Cariboo) 
Phil Braig, Zone 5 (Thompson) 

Doug Fossen, Zone 6 (Okanagan) 
Richard Tegart, Zone 7 (Kootenay) 

 
 

  
Land Stewardship Committee Actions on 2019 Resolutions  

 
 
19-02 (V)  
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the BC Cattlemen’s Association request of the ALC that such ALR lands 
be prioritized for replanting with grass rather than trees.  
 
Action Taken 
This resolution is being addressed as part of our overall government relations related to our forage 
strategy, and through our engagement with the Agricultural Land Commission (ALC).  We held two face-
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to-face meetings with the ALC and attended a meeting between the ALC and the Ministers of Agriculture 
and FLNRORD with a focus on Crown land within the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR).  

19-03 (V) 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the BC Cattlemen’s Association lobby the Ministry of Forests, Lands, 
Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development for standards for road deactivations to be 
developed, implemented and clearly communicated to ensure the safety of both the range tenure 
holder and the livestock.  
 
Action Taken: 
This resolution is being addressed as part of our overall government relations related to our forage 
strategy.  Changes being made to the Forest and Range Practices Act create new opportunities to 
address issues related to planning and management of roads.   Specifically, a new requirement for 
forest licensees to develop operational plans and consider feedback from stakeholders with respect to 
those plans will be in place when the Bill passed last spring is enacted.   
 
19-04 (V)  
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the BC Cattlemen’s Association approach the Ministry of Forest, 
Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development, regarding Forest Service Roads that have 
historically been used as an integral part of a range unit, not be severely deactivated or removed until 
consultation with the Licensee and range staff has occurred and only then if an alternate access or 
modified range plan is agreed to.  
 
Action Taken: 
This resolution is being addressed as part of our overall government relations related to our forage 
strategy.  Changes being made to the Forest and Range Practices Act create new opportunities to 
address issues related to planning and management of roads.  Specifically, a new requirement for forest 
licensees to develop operational plans and consider feedback from stakeholders with respect to those 
plans will be in place when the Bill passed last spring is enacted.    
 
19-05 (V) THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that BC Cattlemen’s Association lobby the Ministry of Forests, 
Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development to expediate the advertising and re-
tenuring of vacant ranges for the benefit of the industry. Further, the Ministry have range tenure 
holders maintain range improvements when ranges are under an authorized non use. 
 
Action Taken: 
The BCCA has engaged with FLNRORD staff on this matter and it is thought that this is a regional issue. 
Kevin Boon has discussed this matter with Perry Grilz (Director of Range Branch) and Paul Rasmussen 
(ADM FLNRORD South Region) 
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Indigenous Affairs Committee 
 
Grant Huffman, Chair              Rick Mumford, Coordinator 
 

 
This Committee report will focus on four topics: 
 
• The new ‘Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act’  
• The ‘Gwets’en Nilt’i Pathway Agreement’ 
• Meetings with government 
• BC Treaty Process Update 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act 
This is a new Provincial Act which received assent on November 28, 2019. A relatively short piece of 
legislation that to the average reader probably creates more questions than providing clarity.  It is 
worthy to note that assent was unanimously supported by both sides of the legislature. 
 
The purpose of the Act is provided in section 2. The term ‘Declaration’ makes reference to the “UN 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples”. 
 
The purpose of the Act is: 
 

• To affirm the application of the Declaration to the laws of BC; 

• To contribute to the implementation of the Declaration; 

• To support the affirmation of, and develop relationships with, Indigenous governing 
bodies. 

The Act requires government to prepare and implement an ‘action plan’. It also requires government to 
do an ‘annual report’ on progress made on implementing the ‘action plan’. 
 
Section 7 of the Act deals with ‘Decision Making Agreements’. This section allows the Lieutenant 
Governor in Council to authorize the Premier or a Cabinet Minister to negotiate and enter into an 
agreement with an Indigenous governing body regarding joint decision making related to the exercise of 
a statutory power of decision. It also speaks to agreements where consent is required before the 
exercise of a statutory power of decision. 
 
Section 8 is interesting. It states ‘Section 5 of the Offence Act does not apply to this Act.’ 
 
Section 5 of the Offence Act reads ‘A person who contravenes an enactment by doing an act that it 
forbids, or omitting to do an act that it requires to be done, commits an offence against the enactment.’ 
 
This Act I believe is just the start of what will be a long term work in progress. Only time will tell the 
significance and impacts of this legislation; however, it is clear that BC has entered a new era of 
Indigenous relations.  
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The ‘Gwets’en Nilt’i Pathway Agreement’ 

Over the past year, the Province has entered  into many new adhoc agreements with First Nations 
around the province. One of these agreements, the ‘Gwets’en Nilt’i Pathway Agreement’, is the latest 
agreement related to the Tsilhqot’in Nation’s Aboriginal Title Area court decision which BCCA has been 
trying to track. 

This is a new agreement between the Tsilhqot’in Nation, Canada and BC which was signed in late 
August, 2019.  

This Agreement we believe builds upon and replaces the Nenquay Deni Accord which was a ‘moving 
forward’ agreement after the Supreme Court of Canada granted Aboriginal Title to a large tract of land 
in the Chilcotin. 

I won’t get into the content of the Agreement, however I think the primary concern with this Agreement 
and I believe it is a major concern regardless of the Agreement content, is the complete lack of 
transparency regarding these negotiations. The Province had promised regular updates on the Nenquay 
Deni Accord but there have been zero updates. The Accord has been in existence for about five years 
and no one knows what has been discussed or agreed to nor has any non-indigenous persons or groups 
been asked to provide input or advice and now that Accord is being replaced with the new Pathway 
Agreement. 

The lack of transparency is not unique to this agreement. It is happening all over the province. 

Meetings with Government 
In March, BCCA travelled to Ottawa for meetings with Federal Government representatives. At those 
meetings we met with the Conservative Shadow Minister for Crown Indigenous Affairs Jamie Schmale 
who is also the vice chair of the Standing Committee of Indigenous and Northern Affairs. As a result of 
the meeting, he offered to come to BC for further discussions in early April; unfortunately, those 
meetings were cancelled due to COVID-19. BCCA also met with Independent Senator Bev Busson from 
BC. At both meetings we expressed our concern about the lack of any direct input opportunities at 
negotiating tables, as well as the lack of any formalized process to address the potential loss of grazing 
rights on Crown land that result from any negotiated agreements. 
 

In November, BCCA met with Indigenous Relations and Reconciliation Minister Scott Fraser in Victoria. 
As a result of that meeting, Minister Fraser offered to write an article regarding UNDRIP for our Beef in 
BC magazine. His article appeared in the January issue. Agreement transparency and the need for sector 
advisory side tables during any sort of negotiations was also discussed. 

BC Treaty Process Update 
The Province appears to be trying to accelerate the process by jumping to the final agreement stage at a 
number of treaty tables. Seven additional tables have advanced to stage 5 of a 6 stage process. 
The following table highlights the treaty tables which have either concluded a treaty negotiation or are 
at an advanced stage of negotiations: 
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First Nation Number of Band 
Members 

(1)

Land Portion of 
Settlement (ha) 

(2)

Hectares per Band 
Member Calculation = 

(ha) 
(2) divided by (1)

Comments

Nisga’a 5500 199,200 36.2 ha   
(89.45 acres)

Signed treaty

Tsawwassen 400 724 1.8 ha 
(4.44 acres)

Signed treaty

Maanulth (Port Alberni area) 1978 24,498 12.4 ha 
(30.64 acres)

Signed treaty

Tla’amin First Nation 
(Sliammon First Nation) (North 
of Powell River)

991 6405 6.5 ha 
(16.0 acres)

Signed treaty

Yale 150 1966 13.1 ha 
(32.4 acres)

Finalizing the treaty. 
Yale FN, BC and 

Canada have ratified 
the Final 

Agreement. 
Currently 

negotiating 
implementation of 

the treaty.

Lheidli Tennah (Prince George) 320 4330 13.5 ha 
(33.4 acres)

A Lheidli Tennah 
ratification vote to 
endorse the final 
agreement was 
completed and 

Band membership 
did not endorse the 

final agreement. 

Yekooche First Nation (Stuart 
Lake)

214 5960 27.9 ha 
(68.8 acres)

Negotiating a Final 
Agreement-Stage 5

Samahquam and Skatin First 
Nations (middle to north of 
Harrison Lake)

780 13208 16.9 ha 
(41.7 acres)

Negotiating a Final 
Agreement-Stage 5

K’omoks First Nation 
(Comox Valley)

275 2043 7.4 ha 
(18.3 acres)

Negotiating a Final 
Agreement-Stage 5

Te’mexw Treaty  (southern 
Vancouver Island)

1590 1563 9.8 ha 
(24.2 acres)

Negotiating a Final 
Agreement-Stage 5

Wuikinuxv First Nation (Central 
Coast)

286 13946 48.8 ha 
(120.6 acres)

Negotiating a Final 
Agreement-Stage 5
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Kitselas Nation (Terrace) 636 35090 55.2 ha 
(136.5 acres)

Negotiating a Final 
Agreement-Stage 5

Kitsumkalum First Nation 
(Terrace)

745 44809 60.1 ha 
(148.8 acres)

Negotiating a Final 
Agreement-Stage 5

Northern Shuswap Tribal 
Council (Cariboo)

2600 70662 27.2 ha 
(67.3 acres)

Negotiating a Final 
Agreement-Stage 5

Ditidaht First Nation (southwest 
Vancouver Island)

770 6106 7.9 ha
(19.6 acres)

Negotiating a Final 
Agreement-Stage 5

Hul’qumi’num Treaty Group 
(southern Vancouver Island, 
Mainland)

6490 ? Negotiating a Final 
Agreement-Stage 5

Ktunaxa Nation (Kootenay) 1120 ? Negotiating a Final 
Agreement-Stage 5

Laich-Kwil-Tack Council of Chiefs
(Campbell River, Quadra Island)

1150 ? Negotiating a Final 
Agreement-Stage 5

Pacheedaht First Nation 
(southwest Vancouver Island)

290 1897 6.5 ha
(16.0 acres)

Negotiating a Final 
Agreement-Stage 5

Sto:lo Xwexwilmexw Treaty 
Association (Chilliwack, Harrison 
Lk., Fraser Canyon)

1460 ? Negotiating a Final 
Agreement-Stage 5

Wei Wai Kum Kwiakah (east 
central Vancouver Island and 
mainland)

860 ? Negotiating a Final 
Agreement-Stage 5

In closing, it is quite obvious we are in a completely new era of Indigenous relations in the province. I 
believe the primary focus of the Association and our committee moving forward should be the 
insistence of transparency.  

Thanks to committee members for their thoughtful discussions and also to Rick Mumford for his 
continued support of the committee. 

Respectfully  Submitted, 
 

Grant Huffman, Chair 
Indigenous Affairs Committee 

 
Mike McConnell,  Zone 1 (Peace)

Charles Poole,  Zone 2 (Central) 
Bob Storey,  Zone 3 (Skeena) 

Phil Braig,  Zone 5 (Thompson) 
Doug Fossen,  Zone 6 (Okanagan) 

Richard Tegart, Zone 7 (Kootenay) 
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Livestock Industry Protection Committee Report 
 

Jon Solecki, Chair                                  Bree Patterson, Staff Support 

Resolutions: 
The Livestock Industry Protection Committee (LIPC) has worked diligently to tackle both the Trespass Resolution 
(Resolution 19-06) and the Road Tolerance Resolution (Resolution 19-07). For more details, please refer to the 
updates under the Livestock Industry Protection Committee Actions on 2019 Resolutions on the following pages. 

Livestock Dealer Bonds  
The Committee has discussed dealer bonds periodically, with increased interest in establishing a document that 
would be circulated to membership regarding the need for a change in current licensing practices. Bob Miller has 
had discussions with Julie Hughes of the Ministry of Agriculture, and she has been receptive of the concerns in 
increasing/changing the bonds.  
 

Real Estate Videos 
LIPC continues to work with the Kamloops and District Real Estate Association (KADREA) to finish the last video in 
the series on riparian areas. Currently the open range, water rights and fencing videos have been broadcasted on 
KADREA’s social media channels. LIPC members were tasked with reaching out to local realtors to make them aware 
of the videos. If you would like access to share the videos within your community or with your local real estate 
agents, please contact any of the Committee members. 
 
Premises Identification Regulations Consultation Submission 
The Committee made a submission to the Province regarding changes to Premises Identification Regulations 
Consultation in the fall of 2019. The overall asks from the submission included: only the ranch headquarters be 
recorded, with all other properties to be covered under the linked premise; that all information remains confidential 
to keep producers safe from activists; all livestock operations, regardless of commodity, must comply; all 
operations, regardless of number of head be obligated to receive a premises identification number; and registered 
producers retain access to land for animal welfare purposes during natural emergencies. 
 
Emergency Trailer Program 
The Emergency Trailer Working Committee has met with the East Kootenay Regional District in August, October and 
February to propose and discuss the program in detail. The proposal was well received: however, the only 
outstanding factor is currently what entity would manage the trailer. Ministry of Agriculture has verbally committed 
to finance approximately two trailers ($60,000), with one trailer being in the Kootenays and one as a traveling 
training trailer. The Committee is currently working to establish who will be managing the Kootenay trailer, as well 
as the legalities/insurance that would be tied into the program.  The Committee also created a second tier to the 
Trailer Program, called the Rapid Response Kits that would allow greater emergency reach across the province. 
These kits will be entrusted to various Brand Inspectors and have basic tools for vehicular, natural disaster or 
general emergencies relating to livestock. 

Committee Restructure BCCA has been discussing restructuring the LIPC by combining the Research Committee 
with LIPC. The Board has discussed the restructuring and at this time, it is being proposed as a merger of the two 
committees to create a new exciting committee with a new mandate to reflect the changing needs of the industry. 
It will be a phased in approach over the next year, where all existing committee members in both LIPC and Research 
committees will remain in place for the next year (2020/2021).  This means there will be no election for LIPC or 
Research (or new committee) in any of the zones in 2020. The Committee members will participate in the 
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development of the new committee and in 2021,there will be an election in all zones for the new committee.  This 
means that odd zones (1,3,5,7) would have a regular elections for a two year term and even zones (2,4,6) would 
have a special election for a one year term. The idea behind the phased in merger will allow those that have been 
part of the two committees to be instrumental in guiding the development of a new committee, and it allows BCCA 
time to effectively communicate the proposed changes to membership.  

Emergency Management Review 
The Committee was tasked with making a submission to the Province in regards to the modernization of emergency 
management and response in BC. The Province plans to implement the Sendai Framework, which is built on four 
pillars: mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery. The Committee’s recommendation included using local 
knowledge in mitigating disasters, such as creating community plans; classifying ranchers/farmers as an essential 
service during an evacuation order to minimize negative impacts on animal and human welfare; offer training on 
incident command systems and other protocols to better prepare communities; establish protocol for re-entry onto 
properties with livestock; utilize an agricultural liaison in the Emergency Operations Centres; continue utilizing Agri-
Recovery or similar programs; and offer programs that compensate crop, range and infrastructure loss. The Board of 
Directors requested that the Committee submit this letter to all Regional Districts in the province to make them 
aware of BCCA’s recommendations.  

Biosecurity Recommendation Submission 
During discussions at the BCCA Town Hall in Quesnel in January, the issue of compliance and enforcement officers 
not adhering to biosecurity protocols on ranches was brought forward. The LIPC submitted a letter to the Ministry’s 
of Agriculture and Environment asking that compliance and enforcement officers have better training and protocols 
when entering a ranch property. The letter asked that all Compliance and Enforcement officers take biosecurity 
training; that officers become familiar with the national standards for biosecurity for each commodity but that 
where individual ranch/farm plans are in place, the officers will adhere to the specific biosecurity protocols in place 
for each farm/ranch; if a ranch has posted biosecurity sign and a plan, that the officers follow the individualized 
biosecurity plan when on that operation and if there is no biosecurity sign posted, the C&E staff use a “clean in, 
clean out” protocol as a minimum biosecurity practice to protect the operation. 

I would like to thank the committee members for being active participants on our calls and assisting with any 
project that is brought forward.  I look forward to what the coming year brings for the LIPC. 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

Jon Solecki, Chair 
Livestock Industry Protection Committee 

 
Ross Musgrove,  Zone 1 (Peace) 

Brian Adams,  Zone 2 (Central) 
Rene Dieleman,  Zone 3 (Skeena) 

Cordy Cox,  Zone 4 (Cariboo) 
Haley Rutherford,  Zone 5 (Thompson) 

Nick Bapty,  Zone 6 (Okanagan) 
Bill Coy,  Zone 7 (Kootenay 

 
 

Ex-Officios:  Bob Miller, OII,   
Cory Lepine, RCMP,   

Mike Nikolaisen, BCACF 
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Livestock Industry Protection Committee Actions on 2019 Resolutions 

 

19-06 (V) 
THEREEFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the BC Cattlemen’s Association approach the Ministry of Transportation to ask 
that Agriculture be given the same consideration as Oil, Gas and Forestry in regards to weights and measures on 
transport of agriculture products.  
 
Action Taken: 
The Committee reached out to the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (MOTI) to establish what the road 
tolerances were for the various commodities, such as forestry and oil/gas. MOTI explained that lumber is the only 
commodity that has a tolerance due to a very old clause in legislation. The Committee submitted a letter to MOTI 
seeking changes to the clause to include agriculture commodities, particularly the movement of cattle. The 
committee reviewed and submitted the letter in late February, after lengthy discussion and research. During the 
March Directors’ Meeting, the Directors asked that LIPC submit a second letter to MOTI outlining road tolerances 
for hay only, during winter months 
. 
The Committee has been notified that the letters have been received but are waiting for feedback from Minister of 
Transportation and Infrastructure, Hon. Claire Trevena. 
  
19-07 (V) 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the BC Cattlemen’s Association lobby government to take a proactive approach to 
fully enforcing and prosecuting the Trespass Act either in its current form or with enhancements.  
 

Action Taken: 
Since the AGM, the Committee has discussed the various aspects of trespass, such as cutting fences, break and 
enters into barns/outbuildings, recreationalists not respecting signs, etc. Upon discussion, the Committee felt that 
membership needed to discuss their concerns regarding the current Trespass Act with their local MLA’s as a first 
step. The Committee has working with the BC Agriculture Council (BCAC), as well as other animal agriculture groups 
to champion and develop stronger trespass laws on behalf of all of BC agriculture. 
During BC Agriculture Days in Victoria, BCCA took the lead in presenting the issue to the Minister of Agriculture and 
utilized BCCA’s lawyer Mary MacGregor in developing a factsheet outlining how trespass affects livestock producers. 
The rules around trespassing fall under both provincial and federal regulations – the provincial Trespass Act and the 
federal Criminal Code – and this split in legislation has been one of the challenges faced while championing the 
issue. BCCA believes there has already been good progress on the issue, particularly regarding the provincial aspects 
including: 

• Publicly made statement supporting animal agriculture in BC at BC Ag Day in October along with making a 
commitment to strengthening the Trespass Act and made some initial amendments last fall (2019) 

• Additionally the Province, committed to taking concerns forward to Federal Government – strengthening 
criminal code (increasing penalties)  

Going forward, BCCA will remain active in the working group and continue to champion strengthening the Trespass 
Act. 
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Research Committee  
 

John Anderson, Chair                                                                                                     Holly Jackson, Staff Support 

 
2019-2020 has been a productive year for the BC Cattlemen’s Association Research Committee.  The committee 
members continue to bring a keen interest for the many aspects of research during discussions and they 
continue to seek ways to encourage research in key areas of BC beef cattle industry.  The specific work of the 
committee is highlighted below.  

Research Forum 2020- CANCELLED 
Amid the COVID-19 crisis, the 2020 Research Forum was cancelled. The Research Committee was looking 
forward to an engaging session at the Forum with presentations on Fire, Carbon Sequestration and Silvo-Pasture 
research.  The committee looks forward to coordinating the 2021 Research Forum with presentations that have 
specific relevance to BC producers and offer practical knowledge adoptable by producers.   

Bostock Memorial Research Grant 
The Brigadier W.N. Bostock Memorial Research Grant was awarded to Steven Kega at Thompson Rivers 
University.  Kega studies under Dr. Lauchlan Fraser at TRU. The committee reviewed the application and made 
the recommendation to the Cattlemen’s Martin Riedemann Society (Society) that Kega receive $2,000 for his 
project and that upon completion of his research he provide a one-page summary of his findings to BCCA.  His 
research focuses on evaluating the potential for increased forage productivity in mid-rotation forested 
rangeland sites through integrated forage, cattle and timber management approach. The Society supported 
BCCA’s recommendation. Kega’s research was highlighted at a field tour in the fall of 2019, which was featured 
in the November/December 2019 Beef in BC.  Kega also wrote a summary of his research for the 
January/February 2020 Beef in BC.  

NSERC IRC in Ecosystem Reclamation 
In 2018, Dr. Lauchlan Fraser at Thompson Rivers University was awarded a Natural Sciences and Engineering 
Research Council of Canada (NSERC) Industry Research Chair in Ecosystem Reclamation. BC Cattlemen’s 
Association provides financial support to the program with a commitment of $3000 per year for five years.  In 
addition, BCCA staff Holly Jackson and Kevin Boon participate in the steering committee meetings twice per 
year.  Several of the research projects undertaken are applicable to the BC beef industry, including research on 
invasive plants and silvopasture practices. Some of the research was featured in the January/February 2020 
issue of Beef in BC. 

Invasive Plant Research 
Invasive plant research is one of BCCA’s research priorities. BCCA, along with the Grasslands Conservation 
Council, advocated for research on invasive plants to be added to the three-year pilot program targeting weeds 
in the Thompson Nicola Regional District.  Ranchers recognized that the high cost of spraying coupled with 
society’s growing discomfort with pesticides, means that we need to have some alternatives to tackle weeds.  A 
number of research projects have been undertaken at the Laurie Guichon Memorial Grasslands Interpretive site 
looking at alternatives to spraying knapweed.  Research is on-going and a future Beef in BC article will highlight 
some of the research projects.  

 
EG&S (Farmland Advantage) 
Ecological Goods and Services (Farmland Advantage) has received some renewed attention with the Research 
Committee spurred on by the inclusion of the EG&S in the latest ALC/ALR revitalization report. Since May, the 
committee has been exploring ideas to move EG&S forward under the current provincial government. As such, 
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the committee recommended that BCCA help the program secure funding support from the Province and other 
partners by dedicating a committee to take the lead on EG&S, appointing a Director to the Farmland Advantage 
committee and dedicating some BCCA staff time to advancing the initiative.  The Environment Committee has 
agreed to take the lead and Judy Madden will sit on the Farmland Advantage Committee.  

 

Beef Cattle Research Council 
The Beef Cattle Research Council (BCRC) is the Canadian beef industry’s funding agency for beef, cattle and 
forage research. Their mandate is to “determine research and development priorities for the Canadian beef 
cattle industry and to administer Canadian Beef Cattle Check-Off funds allocated to research.”  The Research 
Committee continues to stay well informed on the activities of the Beef Cattle Research Council and recently 
had BC’s representative to BCRC, Jeff Braisher; provide an update to the committee.  The Committee encourages  
all producers to learn more about BCRC and sign up to their blog at www.beefresearch.ca 

 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

John Anderson, Chair 
Research Committee 

 
Helen Harris, Zone 1 (Peace) 

Jennifer Roberts, Zone 2 (Central) 
Les Ellis, Zone 3 (Skeena) 

David Zirnhelt, Zone 4 (Cariboo) 
Jean Lauder, Zone 5 (Thompson 

Devin Chursinoff, Zone 6 (Okanagan) 
David Zehnder, Zone 7 (Kootenay) 
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Public Affairs & Education Committee  
 

Chair, Ricky Seelhof                                                                                       Staff Support, Bree Patterson 

Since the last AGM, the Public Affairs and Education Committee has had a successful year that 
concentrated heavily on public trust activities and educating students. 
 
New Ex-Officio Members 
At the AGM, Public Affairs and Education welcomed two new ex-officio members; Andrea Van Iterson, 
from Westwold and Alecia Karapita, from Kamloops. Both have been extremely engaged in committee 
discussions and the committee looks forward to working with them over the next two years. 
 
PNE  
BCCA returned to the Pacific National Exhibition (PNE) after a hiatus, however this time with a Beef Zone 
booth set up over the three weeks of the PNE. The zone area included two cow-calf pairs and a heifer, in 
addition to a table for handouts and the puzzle game. For one week, two producer families attended the 
zone to answer questions and talk about the beef industry with consumers. Overall, the PNE was a 
success with many great conversations and questions raised by the public. The public and the PNE staff 
were thrilled to have beef producers/the beef industry present to answer and address concerns and 
questions that arise. After discussions with the other commodities that attend the PNE, information was 
gathered and will be implemented to improve the beef message at future PNE’s. The Board of Directors 
had approved BCCA attending the 2020 PNE; although it has been cancelled due to COVID-19. 

Articles 
The Committee continues to work on featuring young beef enthusiast across the province. Committee 
member Sandy Anaka has been a strong writer for this project and each region has been featured or 
someone has been established to be interviewed for upcoming Beef in BC’s. The outstanding regions to 
be published include the Central, Kootenays and Okanagan.  

Ag in the Classroom/Kids & Cows 
During the AGM meeting, the Committee discussed the importance of finding ways to get in front of 
teachers and students to help tell the BC and Canadian beef story. BCCA has always supported Ag in the 
Classroom through sponsoring their Take a Bite Out of BC program or by proofing/supplying information 
on beef production; however the Committee wanted to make more of an impact. 
 
The Committee is currently working with Ag in the Classroom to create education kits to help create a 
greater impact on students and teachers. The first kit that will be created and ready for secondary 
teachers in September 2020 will cover sustainable beef production and nutritional values of beef. This 
kit will be cross-curriculum and targeted to Grades 9-12. Amy Stafford, Education Specialist, has been 
pivotal in the creation of this project and the Committee would like to thank her for her assistance and 
guidance during this project. 
 
BCCA also sent Bree Patterson to participate as a panelist with Ag in the Classrooms and We Heart 
Local’s Teacher training event, Educator’s Agriculture Tour (EAT), hosted in the summer of 2019. This 
was great exposure for teachers on the BC beef industry. 
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4-H BC 
BCCA continues to provide program funding to 4-H BC through our local and regional cattlemen’s 
associations, and appreciates the support that the local and regional associations has already brought to 
the program for the upcoming year.  

The funding will be directed towards four of their provincial programs for the 2020 year will include 
Provincial Club Week, Food for Thought, Provincial Communications Finals and the 4-H BC Ambassador 
program.  
 

In May of 2019, BCCA sent Bree Patterson, Beef Production Specialist, to speak to the 4-H members 
about the careers in the beef sector and how BCCA supports ranchers at Agri-Career Quest that was 
hosted at Willow Ranch, a BCCA member ranch south of Kamloops. BCCA will be sending Bree to 4-H’s 
Food for Thought this summer to discuss the BC beef industry. 

I would like to thank the committee members for being active participants on our calls and assisting with 
any project that is brought forward. I look forward to what the coming year brings for Public Affairs! 

 
Respectfully submitted, 

 
Ricky Seelhof, Chair 

Public Affairs & Education Committee 
 

Kristina Schweitzer, Zone 1 (Peace) 
Shawnee Newton, Zone 2 (Central) 

Sandy Anaka, Zone 3 (Skeena) 
“Vacant”, Zone 5 (Thompson) 

Lani French, Zone 6 (Okanagan) 
“Vacant”, Zone 7 (Kootenay) 

 
Ex-Officio’s 

Alecia Karapita 
Andrea Van Iterson 
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Judy Madden, Chair                                       Carley Henniger, Staff Support 
 

 
I am pleased to provide the annual report to our membership as the new Chair of the Environmental 
Stewardship Committee. I would like to begin by thanking Renee Ardill for her work as the Past Chair of 
this Committee, and Elaine Stovin as the past staff support. These ladies have done a great job over the 
last few years, and we look forward to continuing this important work. Now more than ever, we as 
cattle producers need to demonstrate that our industry prioritizes environmental practices and 
stewardship, and that we continue to engage in ways to make our environmental practices more 
effective.   

The Environmental Stewardship Committee continues to work on initiatives that have been ongoing 
with our industry for many years. Key focuses over the past year, have been consultations prior to the 
introduction of the new Agriculture Environmental Code of Practices legislation, continuing to advocate 
for comprehensive wildlife management, and consultations around workable water use regulations for 
livestock on range. 

Agricultural Waste 
BCCA was involved in the Ag Waste Working Group (coordinated by the BC Ag Council) that provided 
input into making these new rules practical for farmers and ranchers. BCCA supports the use of a risk 
assessment based on activity and environmental conditions.  
 
The new Agriculture Environmental Management Code of Practice (AEMCoP) began in February 2019, 
and we spent some time over the last year providing information to our members, on these changes. 
Our Committee reviewed the government regulations, and created a field guidebook specific to cattle 
producers with the relevant regulations, and mailed the guidebook to all BCCA members. We also 
created a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) document and hosted a webinar with Geoff Hughes- 
Games. Geoff also presented on the Code changes at the 2020 Town Hall Meeting in Quesnel. The 
Guidebook, webinar and FAQ document can all be found on the BCCA website: 
https://www.cattlemen.bc.ca/coffeeshoptalks.htm.  
 
While the Code from government is comprehensive, we are engaging with government to make it 
clearer and more practical for cattle operations. Our Committee will continue to keep members updated 
on AEMCoP regulations as they continue to unfold. 
 
Ag Plastics Recycling 
Our committee has continued to partner with Cleanfarms (a stewardship organization that designs 
recycling programs) to create a recycling program in BC where producers can take their plastic waste. 
Currently, there is no system in place for recycling of agricultural products such as bale twine, mini bulk 
bags, silage film, and hay bale wrap. In years previous, challenges have included finding a marketplace 
in BC that will take used agricultural plastics (without charging the producer for the products) and 
transporting the mass amount of plastic waste to processing facilities.  
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We have been coordinating with Cleanfarms to meet with producers to talk about creating a model to 
more easily determine how much plastic is being generated on cattle operations and find places in BC 
that are able to take these plastics to help create a recycling market in BC.  
 
With the recent return to Canada of contaminated shipments, and the international unrest with China, 
where some plastics destined for recycling was shipped; we anticipate that finding end-use markets will 
be an ongoing issue and we intend to spend time creating long-term solutions for our industry.  
 
At last year’s AGM, a resolution passed, advocating for an increase in the deposit returns of plastic drink 
containers and asking government to consider the returns of milk containers. We commend the 
Government of BC for increasing the rate of return for drink containers from 5 cents to 10 cents per 
unit. We hope that this will encourage consumers to think critically about returning their plastic waste, 
rather than littering in agricultural pastures and waterways. We submitted a letter to the BC Ministry of 
Environment asking that they evaluate the effectiveness of the increase and have encouraged further 
rates of return in the future, if necessary. 
 
As the government does not currently provide returns for milk containers, we are actively engaging the 
BC Dairy Association in creating a joint submission in asking government to consider making this change 
for the betterment of our environment.  
 
Wildlife Management 
Two resolutions were adopted at the 2019 AGM to address wildlife on agricultural lands. We drafted a 
submission to government, to action both, asking for: 

- government to open all management units in BC to a season for both cow and bull elk 
- certain management areas be open for a limited entry hunt of both cow and bull elk 
- landowners be compensated for 100 per cent of costs resulting from losses due to wildlife 

damage 
- provide funding for stackyard fencing  
- allow dryland fields and pastures to be eligible for compensation under the Agriculture Wildlife 

Program 
- develop and implement a comprehensive multi-species wildlife management plan 
- reduce/ remove habituated herds that evidently cause problems within agriculture areas 
- establish targets for reducing conflicts with agriculture 

 
Last fall, the Province released a “Together for Wildlife” to support wildlife and habitat conservation in 
BC. The government has also asked for applications for a Wildlife Advisory Council which will oversee 
the implementation of wildlife management practices throughout the province. Our Committee, in 
partnership with the Land Stewardship Committee, provided feedback to government on the 
creation of both the strategy and the Council asking that they keep in mind the important role 
that agriculture plays in wildlife and habitat health and biodiversity.  
 

Species at Risk Program 
The BCCA SARPAL (Species at Risk Partnership on Agricultural Lands) Program had another successful  
year this year. The program is funded through the federal government, Environment and Climate 
Change Canada (ECCC), and has been delivered by BCCA for the last five years. Last year marked the end 
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of the pilot program, where BCCA partnered with cattle producers to deliver 13 on ranch habitat 
conservation projects. ECCC has provided BCCA with funding to continue the program for another two 
seasons, and this last season we were able to provide four conservation projects. We are pleased to 
continue offering this program for another year and look forward to creating partnerships that benefit 
both species at risk and cattle operations. A full SARPAL program report has been provided by Program 
Coordinator, Bob France.  
 
Water 
For over a decade, the BCCA Environmental Stewardship Committee has been consulting with 
government on changes to the Water Sustainability Act, and then the regulations regarding livestock 
water. In 2014, a Water Sub-Committee was established, with producer representatives from each of 
the seven zones. This Committee focuses on the development of the Water Sustainability Act 
regulations, including the Livestock Water Regulation. In 2019, the Water Sub-Committee expanded to 
include representatives from the BC Association of Cattle Feeders, the BC Dairy Association, and the BC 
Breeder and Feeder Association to strengthen our position with government. A separate report has 
been prepared by the Sub- Committee Chair, Linda Allison. 
 
Livestock Protection Program 
The Livestock Protection Program continues to be a very successful and responsive program throughout 
the province. To date, this program has acted on 1,878 files. We deliver this program in partnership with 
the Ministries of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development (FLNRORD) and 
Agriculture, and are pleased that funds have been provided to carry out this program for the 2020-2021 
year. The use of Best Management Practices (BMP’s) is a requirement for this program in order to 
receive compensation, and we are happy to report that producers are utilizing multiple BMP’s to help 
minimize predator attacks. A full report on the LPP program has been provided by Program Coordinator, 
Cam Hill.  
The change in hunting regulations for grizzly bears does not remove a landowners’ ability to protect 
livestock recognized under the Wildlife Act. Any rancher who must dispatch a grizzly bear to protect 
themselves, or their livestock, must report the incident to the Conservation Officers Service. Please be 
aware that all shootings involving a grizzly must undergo an investigation. Be prepared to preserve both 
the bear and livestock carcasses for investigative purposes. Livestock killed by bears are eligible for 
provincial compensation following the verification report which is completed by the COS; call the RAPP 
line to report 1-877-952-7277 or #7277 on the Telus Mobility Network.  
 
Cattle Loss Survey 
The cattle loss survey reported a total of 434 cattle were lost to predators, down from the 600 animals 
reported last year. Another 352 animals were reported as suspected predator attacks or missing. Having 
year-round support from the Livestock Protection Program helps reduce the number of livestock losses.  
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$1,148,571
$582,670

$20,000
$275,500

$1,728,250
$40,500

* Wolves, Other Predators, & Suspected Predators

Flood
Insects

BCCA Cattle Loss Survery (2019)                              
Estimated Cost of Reported Losses

Predators*
Wildlife (ungulates)
Fires
Drought

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

313
121
106

1,125
29

212
8

15
352
121

2,402
Other (poisonous plants, drowning etc.)

Total Reported Losses

# Cattle 
Killed

Open Cows
Road/Rail Accidents
Sickness
Suspected Theft
Suspected Hunters
Suspected Predators

BCCA Cattle Loss Survery (2019)                  
Reported Cause

Wolves
Other Predators
Injuries
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On-going Work 
We will continue to focus on the above initiatives and creating new material to address weed spraying, 
and re-open discussions regarding the Dam Safety Regulation requirements to make them more 
practical for cattle producers.  
 
Ranch Sustainability Award 
We are happy to award this year’s award to the Seelhof Family at Woodjam Ranch out of Horsefly, BC. 
The award evaluation panel selected this family for their multi-generational commitment, their Best 
Management Practices to protect both range lands and riparian areas and their extensive work with the 
Department of Fisheries and Oceans on the protection of surrounding waterways. 
 
I applaud Woodjam Ranch on their ongoing commitment to the environment, and congratulate them on 
well deserved recognition for their efforts. Please take time to read the Environmental Stewardship 
Award feature in the July issue of Beef in BC.  
 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank my committee members their dedication to our industry, 
and their commitment to addressing environmental concerns. Thank you Carley Henniger our new staff 
support, for helping keep all our work organized.  I would also like to thank our Program Coordinators, 
Bob France (SARPAL), Cam Hill (LPP) and Lee Hesketh (FRISP) for their hard work in carrying out valuable 
programs that benefit both the cattle industry and the environment. Thank you to our BCCA members, 
province-wide, for remaining proactive environmental stewards, please feel free to reach out to either 
Carley or me if you have any questions or concerns. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 

 
Judy Madden, Chair 

Environmental Stewardship Committee 
 
 

Wayne Ray,  Zone 2 (Central) 
Les Yates,  Zone 3 (Skeena) 

Ken llnicki, Zone 4 (Cariboo) 
Lou Cooke,  Zone 5 (Thompson) 

Dave Casorso, Zone 6 (Okanagan)  
Jeff Braisher,  Zone 7 (Kootenay) 
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Environmental Stewardship Committee Actions on 2019 Resolutions 

 
 
19-08/19-10 WILDLIFE 
19-08 RESOLVED that the BC Cattlemen’s association work with appropriate agencies to open all 
management units in British Columbia to have a season for both bull and cow elk. 
 
AND 
 
19-10 RESOLVED that the BC Cattlemen’s Association request that the wildlife branch and/or conservation 
officer service of the Province of British Columbia open this management area (MU3-12, 3-20, 3-26) to a 
limited entry hunt of both cows and bull elk in order to help ensure a sustained, healthy and managed 
population of elk for the future. 
 
ACTION: The Environmental Stewardship Committee addressed both resolutions 19-08 and 19-10 in the 
same submission to the Minister of Environment and Climate Action Strategy, and the Minister of Forests, 
Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development. 
In the past, the BC Cattlemen’s Association wrote a document called “Hooked on Hay” describing the 
dependency of elk and other ungulates on the grazing and hay lands. Later in 2015, BCCA also drafted a 
submission to the government asking for hunting seasons for elk be considered. 
 
Our 2019 submission sent to these two ministries, highlighted many calls to action including: the need for 
managed hunting seasons to reduce depredation on Crown Land where there is a shortage of forage, that 
agricultural landowners be compensated for 100 per cent of the costs resulting from losses from Elk and 
other wildlife damage, provide funding for stack yard fencing, and develop and implement a comprehensive 
multi-species wildlife management plan. 
 
Kevin Boon also continues to take part in Wildlife Management workshops and roundtable discussions 
throughout the province to address this issue with other stakeholders. This topic continues to be a priority 
area for our Association and is something we will continue to advocate on. We reiterated the request for elk 
hunting seasons as part of the public consultation on hunting regulations. 
 
19-09 BEVERAGE CONTAINER DEPOSIT 
RESOLVED that the BC Cattlemen’s Association ask government for a tripling of deposit/refunds on all 
beverage containers, and to bring in deposit / refunds for milk containers under one liter. 
 
ACTION: In October 2019, the Minister of Environment announced that there had been a doubling of single 
use plastic container rate of return. BCCA sent a letter to the Minister of Environment and Climate Change 
Strategy congratulating them on the increase, and encouraged a further tripling of containers in the future. 
We also asked that the ministry create a way of determining the success of this increase and the value it has 
on decreasing the rate of rural dumping and overall wellbeing of rangelands and waterways. As the 
government does not currently give refunds for milk containers, we have reached out to the BC Dairy 
Association to propose a joint submission to the government asking for them to consider giving consumers 
refunds on these containers. 
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BC Cattlemen's Association PDI Fencing Programs 
 

Marlo McKinnon, Program Manager   
 
Provincial Highway and Railway Fencing Program 2017-2018 Carryover Amendment 
An amendment has been made to the previously submitted report.  

Please find below the corrected values of completed fences under this program.  (An increase of 300 
meters) 
 
PROGRAM SUMMARY (8 Years of Construction)  
(2011*-2018) 
* While the program began accepting applications in 2010, fence construction projects did not begin 
until 2011 
 

 

 
 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Provincial Highway Livestock Fencing Program 

April 1, 2019 – February 29, 2020 

The Provincial Highway Livestock Fencing Program is a multi-year fencing program developed by the 
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (MOTI) in partnership with Ministry of Forests, Lands, and 
Natural Resource Operations & Rural Development (FLNRORD) and the BC Cattlemen’s Association 
Program Delivery Inc. (BCCAPDI).   

FENCE CONSTRUCTION: 

The Provincial Highway Livestock Fencing Program has completed its 2nd year of construction. The 
program started taking applications in 2018 and continues to do so annually.  From the program’s 
inception, 273 applications have been received to date including 533 km of highway fences with an 
additional 92 km of rail corridor fences.  Railway fences are no longer being considered.  Total of 50 Km 
of highway fences have been constructed under this program. 

  

METERS OF FENCE    TOTAL 
Highways Fence Completed  
(Provincial Highway & Railway Program 2011-2018) 

883,609 

  

Highways Fence Completed  
(2017-2018 CARRYOVER) 

51,849 
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The Priority List for 2019-2020 was approved in April of 2019.  The strategy for prioritizing was revised to 
prioritize for greater than a year’s worth of construction, to provide a buffer system with new 
authorization processes.   

This strategy was to allow construction not to be hindered by any new process, that may or may not 
delay the Authorizations.  We moved quickly with getting 11 Projects totaling an estimate of 19,287 
meters, at an estimated cost of $328,278 under contract.  These 11 projects were grouped effectively 
into 7 Contracts given their fence lengths and locations. 

This program had a few challenges during this fiscal year with contractors securing Ministry Specified 
wooden materials, delay in Authorizations, and navigating revised processes around ground disturbance.  
We anticipate these challenges to be ongoing and are actively working on streamlining processes.  
Ministry Specified wooden materials are anticipated to be at a premium in 2020.  Currently MOTI is 
reviewing the Section 909 treatment for Ministry Specified wooden materials. 

Given the delays our crews still managed to construct a total of 36,353 meters of highway fences – 
32,944 meters being from projects carried forward from the previous year & 3,409 meters being from 
current projects.  We currently have 10 Projects complete with 9 outstanding.  The 15,944 meters is 
being carried forward into the next construction season.  We anticipate completion on these projects 
late Spring of 2020.   

The British Columbia Cattlemen’s Association has been diligent in pursuing funding for the Provincial 
Highway Livestock Fencing Program.  The need for this program to address public safety, the safety of 
livestock and updated infrastructure is ongoing.  

PROGRAM SUMMARY (Year 2 of Construction)  
(July 2018 – February 29, 2020) 

 
 

 

LOOKING 
AHEAD  
The Provincial Highway Livestock Fencing Program is going into Construction Season Year 3 of its 5-year 
Term. Costs incurred for completion of Preliminary Field Reconnaissance (PFR), as needed for 
authorization to construct on MOTI Right-of-Way and as needed for a Letter of Authorization to 
construct on Crown Lands will be allocated from the existing MOTI funding program. 
The MOTI fencing program is of invaluable assistance to the livestock producers of the Province and 
helps to protect the motoring public. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________
Provincial Highway Livestock Fencing Program 
Emergency Fencing January 1, 2019 – February 29, 2020 

METERS OF FENCE  TOTAL 
  
Highways Fence Completed 50,374 
  

Highways Fence 2019-2020 (carry forward) 15,944 
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The Provincial Highway Fire Emergency Fencing Program developed by the Ministry of Transportation 
and Infrastructure (MOTI) and the BC Cattlemen’s Association Program Delivery Inc. (BCCAPDI). 

FIRE FENCE CONSTRUCTION 
The Summer of 2019 there were few fire outbreaks that damaged highway fencing in the Province of BC.  
These projects were completed as soon as Contracts were in place.  We were challenged along the way 
with First Nations referrals and obtaining a letter of Authorization to proceed with work.  Given these 
challenges our Contractors worked diligently and were able to construct and complete 1,835 meters of 
burned highway fences.                                     
 

PROGRAM SUMMARY EMERGENCY FENCES 

Meters of Fence Completed Total 
MOTI Fire Fence 2019 1,835 
MOTI Mudslides 2019 5,087 

Total Meters Completed 6,922 
 

MUDSLIDE FENCE CONSTRUCTION 
In the Spring of 2018, the Central Interior was inundated with mudslides.  Given the fire damage affects 
from the fire season of 2017 and the significant amount of precipitation in the spring of 2018, provided 
ideal conditions for mudslides. These mudslides caused severe damage to highway fence lines and 
caused highway closures.  Fence breaches along Highways 1, 99 and 97 were assessed totaling 73 sites 
with an overall approximate length of 2,140 meters of Replacement and 2,947 meters of repair.  The 
highest priorities directed by the Districts were repaired to ensure containment of livestock to keep the 
public and livestock safe.  Works had to be coordinated with weather conditions to adhere to safety 
protocol. The Mudslide Project is complete. 
The British Columbia Cattlemen’s Association is grateful to our dedicated Contractors. Thanks to them, 
we were able to reestablish fence structures along our travel corridors in order to keep the public and 
livestock safe. Thank you to everyone for your service. 

LOOKING AHEAD 
Funds for the MOTI Provincial Highway Fire Emergency Program will be allocated from the Provincial 
Highway Fencing Program.  Costs incurred for completion of Preliminary Field Reconnaissance (PFR), as 
needed for authorization to construct on MOTI Right-of-Way and as needed for a Letter of Authorization 
to construct on Crown Lands will be allocated from the existing Provincial Highway Fencing Program. 
______________________________________________________________________________
2017 2018 Wildfire Recovery Fencing Program 

FIRE FENCE CONSTRUCTION 
The 2017 & 2018 Wildfire Recovery Fencing Program was developed by the Ministry of Forests, Lands, 
and Natural Resource Operations & Rural Development (FLNRORD) and the BC Cattlemen’s Association 
Program Delivery Inc.  (BCCAPDI). 
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The Province of BC was faced with extraordinary fire events destroying hundreds of Kilometers of Range 
Fence Lines within; Cariboo Chilcotin, 100 Mile, and Thompson Rivers Natural Resource Districts (2017 
Wildfires); and Nadina Natural Resource District (2018 Wildfires). Our crews worked diligently to 
complete as many fences as they could, given the time frames and working conditions.   

From inception, BCCA PDI has contracted out approximately 519 Km of fire damaged fence lines and 
have completed approximately 422 Km of Ministry Specification Fence Lines.  These completed fence 
lines are inclusive of works such as; Repairs, Replacement, Removal of redundant fire damaged fence 
lines, New Construction through fire damaged Natural Range Barriers, and Replacements of Crown 
Infrastructure such as Enclosures and Corral Systems.   

We were challenged along the way with First Nations referrals, gathering specification materials, 
ensuring fire abatement, obtaining Letters of Authorization to proceed works on Crown Land and 
navigating new processes around ground disturbance, just to name a few.  Feller bunching activities are 
occurring prior to fence construction to mitigate the hazard of dead and defective timber within striking 
distance of the fence line.  Bunching meters are measured according to linear fence distance, with 
bunching activities occurring up to a tree length either side of the fence line.  

PROGRAM SUMMARY (September 27, 2017 – March 31, 2020) 

Natural Resource 
District 

Contract 
Meters 

Completed 
Meters 

Completed 
Contracts 

Outstanding 
Meters 

Bunching 
Meters 

Total for Program 518,757 421,986 57 87,837 252,256 

 Cariboo Chilcotin  350,870 269,282 36 70,431 148,475 
100 Mile  81,843 71,724 8 10,672 53,311 

Thompson Rivers  70,414 71,560 13 524 37,550 
Total 2017 Fire Values 503,127 412,566 57 81,627 239,336 

 Nadina 15,630 9,420 0 6,210 12,920 
Total 2018 Fire Values 15,630 9,420 0 6,210 12,920 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Respectfully submitted by: 
 
Marlo McKinnon, Fencing Program Coordinator 
Fencing Program Manager BCCAPDI 
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VBP+ Program Report – Year in Review 
 

Bree Patterson, Coordinator                 Annette Moore, Trainer_ 

BCCA Program Delivery Inc.’s VBP+ program has seen major changes to the program, nationally and provincially, this 
past year. Over the last year, National as accumulated the task of renewals, invoicing and auditing, while provinces 
have been tasked with educational outreach and promotion of the program.  

Operational Funding, Activities and Structural Changes: 
 BC/Cattle Industry Development Council renewed funding for the VBP+ program for the 2019/20 year.  
 The old policy where past registrants who wished to re-join after 1 year were required to pay audit costs 

upon re-joining has been dropped. Anyone who plans on re-joining after 1 year from quitting are treated 
the same as any new registrant.   

 Canadian Agricultural Partnership (CAP) funding for Biosecurity Activities continued (2018-2023), to help 
with efforts to develop and implement material, training and awareness about biosecurity.  The original 
method of how time was accounted for in regards to biosecurity activities was re-evaluated to ensure 
better, more accurate representation of efforts done. 

 Due to loss of Greyhound bus service, farm gate signs were mailed rather than shipped to a secure bus 
station location for pickup.  As a result of using the mail, six signs never made it to the registrant (but 
according to the post office these signs are shown as delivered so insurance was no longer valid) and 
required replacement: a value of approx. $600. 

 Signage is now included in the National VBP+ team role, with BCCA offering stickers with the various BC 
funding partner logos. 

 Operational Transition Changes - Coordinator role changed from managing both education and auditing to 
just education. Auditing was transitioned to be managed nationally as of November 1, 2020.  Annette 
Moore retired from the coordinator role, shifting this to Bree Patterson’s duty as Beef Production 
Specialist.  Annette has been retained as a trainer, and has been of major assistance with transitioning. 

Summary of Transition Changes: 
 Audit services to national and change in coordinator (from Annette Moore to Bree Patterson) with 

provincial role now being primarily program educator and provider of audit prep assistance to producers. 
 Notice of change emailed to all registrants (and mailed to those without emails) as well as a few 

stakeholders including vets, auctions, regular industry contacts, etc. 
 Website updated with new contact information  and notice of change and program guide documents. 
 Toll free phone number (1-866-398-2848) and VBP@cattlmen.bc.ca remains the same, however is now 

forwarded to the Kamloops office. 
 All past, present and new producer enrollee/registrant files are now housed in Calgary VBP+ audit office. 
 All training resource files are housed in Kamloops, and Annette and Bree exchange information/training 

material as needed. 
 
Training and Other Extension Activity / Events: 
Training is still offered 3 ways: the very popular online method, via webinar and through regional workshops. Later 
in the year, training was also opened up to include university/college students, 4-H and smaller non-commercial 
operations. 

 Webinars had traditionally been offered out of Manitoba: however, BCCA now offers webinars and held  a 
very successful first webinar with 15 Vanderhoof producers . Due to COVID-19, two more webinars were 
held in April open to producers across BC.  

 On-line: 33 
 Equivalency (long-time VBP registrants undergoing on-farm audit): 6 
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 On-site workshops: Williams Lake (34 in total: 9 TRU-Sustainable Ranching students with 3 via webinar and 
22 ranchers); High Country 4-H Club (13 members and parents); Abbotsford (6 in total: 2 vets, 1 VBP+ 
registrant and 3 ranchers); Vernon (22 in total: a variety of small lot, commercial, Ministry of Agriculture, 
Ministry of FLNROD); 100 Mile (3 in total). 

Biosecurity efforts:  
 Skeena Regional Cattlemen Association liked the information sheet, “Visiting the Backcountry with Care” so 

much they made it into 15 signs for various private rest stops (e.g. general stores, campsites), trailheads, 
and visitor centers.   

 Recreation Department of Forestry liked the above sign too and requested six for display at forestry camp 
sites and trails. 

Other Activities and Actions 
Because of the Canadian Beef Sustainability Acceleration (CBSA) pilot credits and a few discoveries of CCIA/CLTS 
number discrepancies (reported incorrectly, or they reported only one when there was actually two or more in use) 
a letter was sent to all active VBP’ers to confirm  information on file .  Only about 15 percent replied/confirmed 
numbers. 

Participated in a national sub-committee to re-evaluate purpose of self-assessment form and replacement form for 
coordinators use as a pre-audit checklist to streamline and improve 1st audit success cross Canada. 

Ownership Identification Inc. (OII) requested that VBP’ers do NOT put VBP information on the front of the livestock 
manifest but instead can put it on the back. BC VBP+ program offers a self-inking stamp ($49.50) or free stickers that 
outline VBP information to all registrants. Stickers have been the overwhelming choice for VBP+ producers. 

 Factsheets produced: “Being in Control at Shipping Time” and “Biosecurity Tips” during COVID-19, which 
was shared nationally. 

 Bulk amount of farm gate signs were purchased for sudden increase in enrolment.   
Sign company was able to refurbish 21 signs with old logo for almost half the price and the same quality!  

 Document comparing  BC’s new Agriculture Environmental Management Code of Practice for Cattle 
Operations requirements with VBP+ Environmental Stewardship audit points was done and provided to the 
national audit lead contact. 

On Farm Food Safety (OFFS) funding program requested that the coordinator review and sign off on both pre and 
post farm gate Good Agricultural Practices (GAP) assessments.   Although post farm gate GAP assessments are not 
part of current role, it was approved to do this as it did not appear that anyone else was providing this service.  
Audit Assessments: 

 With uptake increasing and the loss of one auditor to another job, it was time to train additional auditors 
for a more regionalized approach.  Auditor Training took place in September 2019 with Miles and Joyce 
Crandall and Annette Moore as trainers. This 3-day event resulted in re-certification of two current auditors 
as well as certification of two new auditors. As a result there are four current auditors able to serve the 
province including an overall lead auditor in the north, one mid province, one Alberta based auditor with 
quick access to the Kootenays and one in the southern part of the province. 

 Audits are now coordinated by VBP+ Inc. on a national basis. 
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Promotions and Communications: 

 Annette Moore and Andrea White of Canadian Roundtable for Sustainable Beef (CRSB) jointly designed 
consumer/youth colouring sheet explaining VBP+ and CRSB. Initial request was for Skeena’s fall school tours but it 
has since been used at numerous public events. 

 12 E-newsletters issued to registrants and their staff/family. 
 Beef in BC articles: Article showcasing the CRSB logo now seen on McDonald’s Angus burger boxes; timeline 

requirements to join VBP+; linkages of funding programs to VBP+; a VBP+ feature article (on 4 interviews of 
2 ranchers and old/new coordinator, as well as program history); and how to utilize VBP+ to your marketing 
advantages.  

 Ad posted in BC Livestock Producers Co-op Market Report, Beef in BC, Country Life and Vanderhoof All 
Breeds Bull Sale. Ads were all updated to include CRSB Certification logo and were recently changed to the 
“nerdy cow” advertisement to try to attract a different audience. 

 Thanks to the Alberta coordinator, Melissa Downing, all western VBP+ sale dates that were advertised on 
the VBP+ website marketing page were shared with all western registered feedlots – several were from BC 
– and will increase their chances at receiving CBSA credits.    

 Tradeshow events (VBP+ display): Pacific Agriculture Show and 2019 BCCA AGM.  Supplied for BCCA-AGM 
registrant bags: VBP+ Thermometer cards and CBSA (Canadian Beef Sustainability Acceleration) pilot 
postcard “It Pays to be Sustainable”. Strong positive interest in program at both. 

Interesting Bits and Pieces 
 VBP+ is one of the official auditors for the Certified Sustainable Beef Framework for the Canadian Round 

Table for Sustainable beef (CRSB) along with Where’s Food Come from Inc.  (A certified VBP+ operation is 
also a CRSB certified operation.)    

 VBP+ certified operations can be identified by province and type on the VBP+ website 
(http://verifiedbeefproductionplus.ca). 

 Harvey’s restaurants join McDonald’s restaurants in using CRSB Certification Mark on their beef 
burgers.   https://www.harveys.ca/en/sustainability.html 

 BQA farms (US version of VBP+ but without the audit component) receiving Canadian cattle in early part of 
2019 started to request VBP+ training certificates. These are available on request. (None were requested by 
BC registrants). Three packers are now CRSB certified: Cargill High River; JBS Canada; and Atlantic Beef 
Products. 

VBP+ Statistics: 
*Stats as of March 31, 2020 
Quits: Suspended - 12; Withdrawn – 2 
Certified & Active to Date: 113 
Pending 1st Audit: 0 
Total Certified Cattle: 58,552 
VBP+ Trained to Date (Since 2016): 331 
VBP/VBP+ Trained to Date: 1,149 (VBP - 819 & VBP+ - 331) 
 
A huge thank you to Annette Moore for her years of hard work and dedication to the VBP+ program.  We look 
forward to working with her in her new role as trainer and wish her the best in her retirement.  

Respectfully submitted, 

Bree Patterson, Coordinator 
BC VBP+ Program 
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Livestock Protection Program 
 

Cam Hill, Program Coordinator                                                                           Staff Support, Lisa Acres 
 
Greetings!  By now many producers will be wrapping up calving season with thoughts of moving cattle to 
summer range.  With the 2019/2020 fiscal year behind us, I am pleased that we continue to see positive 
progress with the Livestock Protection Program (LPP). Despite increased program awareness within the 
sheep industry, overall predation events from wolves and coyotes continue to decline. That is a happy note 
for the many cattle producers around the province. The number of conflict wolves removed during this past 
year appears to be down by around 35 per cent, a trend that was consistent with the previous year. So far in 
2020 this trend seems to be continuing as files from all reported predator interactions with cattle and sheep 
are down by approximately 40 per cent over the same period from 2019.  My belief is that our program is 
having an impact on wolf numbers and possibly wolf behaviour in agricultural areas; however, predator prey 
relationships are complex and many other factors may be coming into play.  Coyote activity seems to 
fluctuate mildly from year to year, a trend that I think may continue.  
 
Reported calf losses due to birds continues to be a concern with a sharp increase experienced this past year.  
In the first three years of operation, the Livestock Protection Program recorded an average of seven losses 
per year province wide.  In 2019, 37 losses were reported. The vast majority of these were raven kills with 
eagles suspected in only a couple cases.  The increase in raven attacks on calves is not unique to BC as other 
provinces and states are also seeing an increase.  A contributing factor is perhaps a decline in natural wildlife 
mortalities due to lower ungulate numbers on the landscape resulting in less scavenging opportunities.  In 
addition, awareness that the program will now pay compensation for verified losses has no doubt resulted in 
increased verifications.  
 
I believe credit for a reduction in conflicts should also be given to cattle producers themselves.  Most 
producers are recognizing that time invested in understanding and implementing best management practices 
pays dividends in the long run.  It is much easier to prevent predation then try to stop it once it occurs.  
Proper carcass disposal remains one of the most improved areas of concern.   It should be noted that 
compensation and/or mitigation services may be denied if faulty husbandry practices are identified during 
the verification or mitigation process.  Information on BMP’s can be found on the BCCA LPP webpage at 
www.cattlemen.bc.ca/lpp.htm. 
 
Verification training sessions continue to be a significant component of the Livestock Protection Program.  A 
dedicated team of instructors from the Conservation Officer Service (COS) share in course delivery.  Course 
content has changed substantially from the earlier sessions provided in the years prior to 2016.  Participants 
who have attended both agree that the current course serves as an excellent refresher and is substantially 
additive to the knowledge gained in the earlier sessions.  I would encourage local cattlemen associations to 
consider hosting courses in their respective areas.  If interested in setting something up please email me at 
LPP@cattlemen.bc.ca. 
 
Many producers around the province have developed great relationships with individual Wildlife Specialists 
who operate under contract with the program.  Having the skill set and the equipment to consistently 
remove problem wolves and coyotes while respecting the limitations we operate under can be a challenge.  
Much of the program’s success can be attributed to the good work of these highly skilled individuals.   
 
The presence of canids, primarily wolves, on summer range or off-season feeding and calving grounds is 
something that causes concern for all producers.  One of the big challenges that the program faces is 
respecting that balance identified in our operating permit that distinguishes between proactive and reactive 
mitigation work.  Our permit allows us to only target wolves and coyotes in situations where evidence 
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obtained and documented through the verification process conclusively indicates that those predators were 
responsible for cattle (or sheep) deaths, injury or harassment.  The mere presence of predators in these areas 
does not justify mitigation action.  Our permit is clear about that.  It was drafted by government officials with 
input from the cattle industry who rightly considered the sensitive nature of predator removal in these 
challenging times.  The Livestock Protection Program is not about casting a wide net to remove wolves and 
coyotes from the landscape.  We remove only those that are known to cause issues with livestock.  The LPP 
Oversight Committee supports this approach and know that to do otherwise could potentially put the 
program in jeopardy.   
 
The Livestock Protection Program continues to enjoy a cooperative and mutually beneficial relationship with 
the Conservation Officer Service.   Although the program’s responsibilities lie primarily with dealing with 
wolves and coyotes (and to a lesser extent ravens and eagles), verifiers are trained to recognise and verify 
attacks on cattle and sheep by other predators such as bears and cougars.  Our Wildlife Specialists have 
responded to requests from Conservation Officers to verify non-canid predator events and in turn several 
CO’s have verified wolf and coyote attacks upon request.  
 
The Livestock Protection Program is fortunate to be guided by a highly committed group of individuals that 
make up the Oversight Committee.  The committee has representation from the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development, the Conservation Officer 
Service, BC Cattlemen’s Association, BC Sheep Federation and the BC Trappers Association.  We also have a 
Producer’s Advisory Committee who have played a valuable role, particularly in the early stages of the 
program.  I would like to thank all those who have helped make this program the success that it is and also to 
those producers that have utilized and supported the program over the last four years.   

Further information about the Livestock Protection Program can be found on the BCCA website at 
www.cattlemen@bc.ca/lpp. 
 
For incidents of cattle or sheep losses, injury or harassment where wolves, coyotes or birds are suspected 
please call our toll free number at 1-844-852-5788. 
 
For incidents involving other wildlife such as bear and cougar please contact the Conservation Officer Service 
RAPP Line at 1-877-952-7277. 
 

Respectably submitted, 
 

Cam Hill, Program Coordinator 
Livestock Protection Program 

 
Producer Advisory Committee: 

Renee Ardill 
John Buchanan 
Grant  Huffman 

Al  Madley 
Ed Salle 

Roma Tingle 
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BCCA Water Sub-Committee 
 
 

Linda Allison, Chair            Elaine Stovin, Staff Support 
 
The Water Sub-Committee has been primarily focused on seeking security for stockwater. We met in 
person in Prince George in April 2019 and have met infrequently over the last year as a group via 
teleconference and email.  The Ministry staff that we were dealing with in 2019 moved into different 
positions so we had minimal information from Ministry until the past few months.  We have continued 
to monitor the regulation being developed by government. For the stock watering regulation 
development, we are now working with staff from three ministries: Agriculture, Forests, Lands, Natural 
Resource Operations and Rural Development (FLNRORD) and Environment. 
 
Funding Support from Check-off 
The Water Sub-Committee has received financial support from the Cattle Industry Development Council 
to assist with hiring a water advocate and doing outreach to producers once the province implements 
the updated rules for stockwatering.  Ted van der Gulik has been hired as the Livestock Water Advisor, 
providing services on a contractual basis.  Ted has also been writing a regular column in Beef in BC to 
help raise awareness and share information about water use and rules. We hope you are finding Ted’s 
columns useful and encourage you to submit any questions to BCCA if you would like further 
clarification. 
 
Collaborating with Dairy, Cattle Feeders and Breeder & Feeders 
BCCA has invited representatives from the three other cattle organizations to work with our Committee 
primarily on the stockwater rules.  I would like to recognize Deb, Thomas and Joe for taking the time to 
work with us to positively influence the rules for stockwatering.  
 
Groundwater Licensing 
The Province has received approximately 3,900 applications for existing use and about 1,100 
applications for new groundwater and surface water. The number of licences issued for stockwatering is 
much lower (183 “existing use” licences and 27 “new” licences).  The low numbers of stockwater 
applications may be an indication that ranchers are waiting to see what happens with the livestock 
water regulation.  The Province’s decision to extend the deadline on groundwater licensing applications 
has made people decide to hold off their application.   
 
The livestock water regulation will be harmonized with the new rules for ag waste (AEM Code of 
Practice). Please be aware that a licence is required for water use in an intensive area such as a feedlot. 
Any type of intensive livestock watering, either from groundwater or surface water, requires a licence.   
 
For those who are waiting to apply, please be aware that the groundwater fees are retroactive to 2016.  
While application fees have been waived (for existing use applications only) until March 1, 2022, the 
water rental fees are retroactive to 2016.  
 
Livestock Water Regulation 
BCCA has been championing for six key principles on stockwatering: 

1. Develop a livestock water regulation as was discussed at the time of the Ranching Task 
Force (2009). 

2. Allow voluntary licensing for stockwatering  
3. Recognize existing use (volume and access) by livestock and issue authorizations with   a 
historic date of first use  
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4. Exempt dugouts for livestock purpose from licensing  
5. Allow all livestock watering during times of scarcity/drought  
6. Include water authorization in the definition of an AUM. 

 
At BC Beef Day last year, BCCA laid industry’s strong concerns about the slow process and need for 
water security on the line during our meeting with Minister Heyman.  Immediately, the Minister 
established a team of assistant deputy ministers from ENV, FLNRORD, & AGRI to work together to 
resolve outstanding concerns.  
 
It was at this point, BCCA representatives were required to sign non-disclosure agreements.  While we 
cannot discuss the details of the proposals at this time, I can commit that we are holding firm to the key 
principles above in hopes that ranchers do not have to worry about whether their cattle will be able to 
water.  
 
The road has been long and winding to get us to this point.  Each BCCA zone has representatives on the 
Committee and be assured the zone representatives on this Committee have worked hard on your 
behalf, bringing forward concerns of ranchers in their area and always checking to make sure that any 
positions the Association brings to government meet the sniff test from the grassroots. They are 
committed to having stockwatering rights recognized, now and for the future. Be assured that the 
Committee recognizes, and has brought forward to government, that access to water for livestock is 
critical to our industry.  Just as important, we have stressed to government that with so many climatic 
zones within the Province we have many issues that we need addressed. The Committee recognises that 
the water concerns by those in the Cariboo and north, where dugouts play a very important role and 
water seems to be more abundant, are not the same as those in the south where there is a lot of 
competition for water from urban areas, ow flows and drought conditions are happening more often. 
 
I would like to recognize the Committee for their long-standing commitment to seeing this through and 
to Ted for his sound advice.   

 
Respectfully submitted,  

 
Linda Allison, Chair 

BCCA Water Sub-Committee 
 

Ted van der Gulik, Water Committee Advisor 
 

Mike McConnell, Zone 1 (Peace) 
Larry Garrett, Zone 2 (Central) 

Bob Storey, Zone 3 (Skeena) 
Duncan Barrett, Zone 4 (Cariboo) 

John Anderson, Zone 5 (Thompson) 
Brian McKersie, Zone 7 (Kootenay) 

 
Ex-Officio’s 

Joe Heemskerk, BCACF  
Deborah Montgomery, BCBFA 

Thomas Wynker, BC Dairy 
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Farmland Riparian Interface Stewardship Program, FRISP 

Lee Hesketh, Coordinator 

The Farmland Riparian Interface Stewardship Program, FRISP, enters 2020 with new core funding through 
partnering with the Fisheries and Oceans Canada and the provincial Ministry of Agriculture to deliver the 
promotion of habitat restoration and stewardship on agricultural lands in the BC Southern Interior. The 
partnership will allow FRISP to engage with stakeholders to find common sense solutions to environmental 
concerns and rural agricultural. While there is an emphasis on fish bearing streams, water issues in general will 
be worked upon through the program.  The $100,000 grant will help with stewardship initiatives throughout the 
southern half of the province working in the Okanagan, Fraser and Skeena watersheds. FRISP currently has three 
active projects in all three of these watersheds.  
Highlights of 2019/ 2020 were: 
 

 Working with the DFO restoration unit out of Smithers to address issues in the Kispiox Valley to 
restore salmon to McCulley Creek. Local ranchers, First Nations and the Provincial staff are now 
working together to restore lower sections of the creek.  

 Looking at additional projects in the Smithers area while looking at establishing a program to supply 
fence posts for maintenance of riparian corridors. Fisheries and Oceans Canada donated $5,000 
worth of fencing material in spring 2019 under FRISP, where they connected with the Regional 
Cattlemen’s Association. More material will be available for 2020.  

 

FRISP is currently working with Wayne Salewski in the Vanderhoof and Prince George region. Wayne has strong 
ties with government, First Nations, the local community, and the agricultural sector. A number of education and 
stakeholder consultation opportunities have been initiated. In 2020, plans are for several field day sessions 
focused on riparian function and management.  
 
In the Quesnel and Williams Lake area, FRISP has been working with Tracy Bond and her contacts within the 
agriculture community and stewardship organizations. We will be looking at education forums and opportunities 
for restoration in the region. FRISP and the local team are also working on several mitigation situations between 
government and ranchers.  
 
FRISP has engaged several larger projects in the Bonaparte area working with the Elephant Hill fire recovery 
project, the Secwepemc Fisheries Commission and local ranchers. These projects will be worked on with DFO 
and Ministry of Transport as well.  
 
In the Kamloops area, works were completed on a project on upper Campbell Creek as part of an Environmental 
Farm Plan to restore over 700 meters of creek corridor. FRISP was also called upon to assist with re-activating a 
side channel habitat on the Adams River by DFO and assisted with the return of salmon to a small tributary in the 
Nicola. In the Shuswap area, a number of restoration projects were completed with ranchers, First Nations and 
regional government addressing habitat restoration and water quality.   
 
Like the ranching sector, my work is always challenging, given new rules and bureaucracy from other sectors 
which makes it difficult sometimes to keep things a “common sense” approach. That said, FRISP is working to 
make change and has established strong relationships that have created change. Going into its 20th year, the 
program hopes to continue making a difference.    

 
Respectfully Submitted, 

 
Lee Hesketh, Coordinator 

FRISP 
 

For more information, contact Lee at Silverhillsranch@aol.com                                  
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Species at Risk – Partnerships on Agricultural Lands Program (SARPAL) 
 

 
Bob France, Program Coordinator                 Carley Henniger, Staff Support  
 

 
The BC Cattlemen’s has been delivering the Species at Risk Partnerships on Agricultural Lands Program 
(SARPAL) since the spring of 2015.The initial five year ‘pilot project’ was completed in March of 2019. 
The specific first year goals for the pilot were: 
 

1. To engage with BC cattle producers about species at risk and the SARPAL program. 
2. To encourage cattlemen to participate in the SARPAL habitat protection program. 
3. To explore best management practices for livestock producers related to the two species that 

were covered by the program. 
4. To demonstrate to the general public that the ranching industry is concerned about and is 

contributing to the well-being of species at risk on their private land. 
5. To collaborate with other complementary programs such as Farmland Riparian Interface 

Stewardship Program (FRISP), Environmental Farm Plan (EFP) and Ecosystem Services Initiative 
(ESI) in the delivery of this program. 

 
The Pilot Program, which targeted Lewis’s Woodpecker and Yellow Breasted Chat, came to an end on 
March 31st of 2019. Our achievement in meeting the goals of the Pilot were a bit mixed but overall the 
program was very successful. Thirteen projects were completed at sites ranging from Mayook in the East 
Kootenays to Lillooet in the South Cariboo.  

 
For various reasons the announcement of the new version of the program was delayed until the fall of 
2019. The new program is an extension of the pilot for two more years. However, there are some major 
differences in this version of the pilot program, including expanding the species covered to include all 
the red and blue listed species in the dryland interior. 

 
Despite the late start (September) four projects were completed this past year. These projects all 
targeted Lewis’s Woodpecker but several also included Tiger Salamanders. 

 
In addition, we have had considerable interest in projects for the second year of the program and we 
anticipate that we will expend all of our project funds fairly early in the new fiscal year. However, if you 
are interested in the program do not hesitate to contact the BCCA office for an update. 

 
The application process will remain the same with producers who indicate interest in a project being 
visited by the program coordinator. If the project meets the criteria of the program, the landowner will 
complete the short application form. Once the project is approved, 30 per cent of the value of the 
contract will be advanced. Another 30 per cent of the value will be paid once materials are purchased 
for the project. The final 40 per cent will be paid once the project is signed off by the coordinator. 
Maximum funding for a project is $15,000 and each ranch is eligible for up to two projects. The projects 
can be completed either by a contractor or the landowner. Allowable landowner rates for labour and 
equipment are outlined on the application form. 
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ARDCorp has also announced a SARPAL program for BC producers but it is not available to beef 
producers. However, it is possible to combine funding from the Environmental Farm Program with the 
BCCA SARPAL program.  
 
Sometime in the next year, I expect a decision will be made whether more dollars will be made available 
to the BCCA to continue this program. I believe the program has been useful and helped producers 
provide habitat for species at risk. In addition, it has demonstrated to the general public that the 
ranching industry can play an important role in preserving species.  
 
In closing, I would like to thank the BCCA for the opportunity to work on this program. I would also like 
to express my gratitude to Elaine and Carley in the BCCA office for all their support with the program. 
The staff with the Canadian Wildlife Service have also been very cooperative and made every effort to 
make the program work for producers. 

 
Respectfully Submitted, 

 
Bob France 

SARPAL Coordinator 
 

          For more information please visit the websites below 
Website:  www.cattlemen.bc.ca/SARPAL.htm 

Email:       SARPAL@cattlemen.bc.ca  
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2020 AGM RESOLUTIONS 

RESOLUTION 
Resolution #20 - 01 
Submitted By Quesnel Cattlemen's Association 
 
WHEREAS the stumpage rate on Agricultural and Grazing leases (and some private land) has over tripled in 
many cases in the last six years, which in no way reflects the timber pricing when sold, and  
WHEREAS stumpage rates applied to agricultural land have a severe negative impact on a rancher’s ability 
to develop any additional arable land, and of further concern the stumpage rates on Douglas Fir in most 
cases is significantly higher than on any other species, but the value of fir timber is no higher than any other 
species when sold. This makes the harvest of beetle-killed fir unprofitable, which in turn creates high 
wildfire risks in and around dead fir stands, 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the BC Cattlemen’s Association make contact with the Ministry 
of  Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development requesting that a fair method of 
calculating stumpage be initiated to enable ranchers to develop and improve agricultural lands for forage 
and grazing and, in the case of beetle sanitation harvesting, to more effectively limit the spread of Douglas 
Fir Beetle outbreaks and to promote the successful and timely management of British Columbia's forests. 
 
RESOLUTION #20-02 
Submitted By Quesnel Cattlemen's Association 
 
WHEREAS it is not uncommon for ranchers to occasionally come upon dumped items of often hazardous 
and dangerous material on their range tenure / crown land, and 
WHEREAS we are instructed to report these to our CO’s, but our CO’s are already over worked and have 
limited time to attend and no budget for reparation on these incidents,  
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the BC Cattlemen’s Association solicit the Provincial Government to put 
forth a budget and protocol to deal with incidences of illegal dumping of materials on range tenures. 
 
RESOLUTION #20-03 
Submitted By Quesnel Cattlemen's Association 
 
WHEREAS BC Agricultural Land Reserve has severely limited the use of our agricultural land, and 
WHEREAS several other of our governing bodies, including the Union of BC Municipalities, in our province 
are attempting to support our ranchers by lobbying the Ministry to reassess some of their changes and 
restrictions on the needs of and types of housing needed for family and ranch hands.  
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the BC Cattlemen join forces with the Union of BC Municipalities and all 
other agriculture governing bodies to advocate the Province of British Columbia to reinstate the previous 
provisions of the legislation which facilitated the construction of additional dwellings for farm help, 
manufactured homes for immediate family members, accommodation above an existing farm building, or a 
second single family dwelling.  
 
*NOTE:  Supporting information has been provided below) 
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RESOLUTION #20-04 
Submitted by Nechako Regional Cattlemen’s Association 
 
WHEREAS the current ALR structure has placed the burden of preserving farmland primarily on the 
agricultural land owner with the elimination of the Farm Income Assurance Act, the Agriculture Credit Act, 
the Farm Product Industry Act, The Agriculture Development Act, without adding replacement financial 
incentives, and 
WHEREAS the dysfunction of the ALR cannot be repaired with an enhanced regulatory burden 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the BCCA work with government to develop an exit strategy from the ALR. 
 
RESOLUTION #20-05 
Submitted by Nechako Regional Cattlemen’s Association  
 
WHEREAS the Alberta provincial government recently passed a bill (Bill 27), to help combat rural crime by 
strengthening the protections for law-abiding Albertans and their property, and 
WHEREAS: this bill strengthens protections for property owners and ensures trespassers face the proper 
consequences for their actions, and 
WHEREAS this bill will: better protect law-abiding property owners from civil liability for injuries to criminal 
trespassers; increase maximum fines to deter trespassing; and better protect farmers and ranchers from 
harassment and occupations from protesters which are actions that risk introducing disease and threaten 
the welfare of animals. 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the BC Cattlemen’s Association advocate the provincial government to 
adopt a bill in the BC legislature that is the same scope as the Alberta government’s Bill 27 Trespass Statute 
which was passed November 28, 2019. 
 
RESOLUTION #20-06 
Submitted by Nicola Stockbreeders Association 
 
WHEREAS Blueweed (Echium vulgare) is categorized as a regional concern in the province of British 
Columbia with a defined containment zone, and 
WHEREAS Blueweed has spread beyond its primary containment zone and found in several areas around 
southern British Columbia 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the BCCA advocate the province of British Columbia to define Blueweed 
as a provincial concern regarding invasive species and noxious weeds, and prioritize control and eradication 
accordingly.   
 
RESOLUTION #20-07 
Submitted by Nicola Stockbreeders Association 
 
WHEREAS there is an operational necessity, regulatory requirement, and financial responsibility on ranchers 
to construct and maintain existing dams and infrastructure for storing water, and 
WHEREAS there is a community and provincial benefit beyond the rancher's original primary intended use 
of the water, and 
WHEREAS there is a tremendous expense in maintaining and licensing water storage infrastructure, 
particularly in the face of new stringent regulations and licensing requirements that ranchers must now 
abide by 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the BCCA advocate the province of British Columbia to provide funding to 
ranchers in the process of upgrading and licensing their water storage infrastructure to the new stringent 
regulations. 
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LATE RESOLUTION --  #20-08 
Submitted by Lillooet Livestock Association: 
WHEREAS fuel, seed, fertilizer, machinery parts, veterinary supplies are vital to beef producers; and 
WHEREAS the BC Government's actions regarding the COVID 19 virus could impinge upon the ability for 
farmers and ranchers to continue accessing necessary agricultural supplies; 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the BC Cattlemen’s Association advocate the BC government to declare 
beef producers an essential service. 
 
 

REFERENCE MATERIALS: FOR RESOLUTION 20.03 ABOVE 

1. Supporting information for RESOLUTION #20-03 Submitted By Quesnel Cattlemen's Association 

Below is the Resolution put forward to the UBCM as well as some explanations they included with their 
resolution.    

B168 Agricultural Land Reserve Use Regulation East Kootenay RD   

Whereas effective February 22, 2019 the Province of British Columbia amended the Agricultural Land 
Commission Act and created the Agricultural Land Reserve Use Regulation which implemented changes in 
relation to residences in the Agricultural Land Reserve; And  

Whereas the changes limiting the total floor area of a principal residence and restricting the construction of 
additional residences are detrimental to farming operations and make it difficult for farm operators to 
operate a sustainable business by impeding succession planning, housing for family, and farm workers 
thereby putting the food security of our region and province at risk:    

Therefore be it resolved that UBCM petition the Province of British Columbia to reinstate the previous 
provisions of the legislation which facilitated the construction of additional dwellings for farm help, 
manufactured homes for immediate family members, accommodation above an existing farm building, or a 
second single family dwelling.   

Not presented to the Association of Kootenay and Boundary Local Governments  

UBCM Resolutions Committee recommendation: No Recommendation  

UBCM Resolutions Committee comments: The Resolutions Committee advises that the UBCM membership has not 
previously considered a resolution seeking the Province to reinstate previous provisions related to additional 
dwellings on ALR land. However, the Committee notes that the UBCM membership endorsed resolution 2014B115, 
that asked the ALC to allow permanent secondary residences to be built on ALR land and resolution 2017-B139, that 
asked in part, that the ALC allow the siting of other moveable dwellings on ALR land. In February 2019, the 
Agricultural Land Commission Act was amended and the ALR Use Regulation was created. Key changes to residential 
uses on ALR land include the requirement that, generally, land in the ALR may have no more than one residence per 
parcel and the introduction of new size, siting and use requirements for residential buildings. Although some 
grandfathering provisions exist for existing structures, applications to the ALC, through the local government, will be 
required for additional residences that are necessary for farm use or for “non-adhering residential use.” In addition, 
in July 2019, the grandfathering period for manufactured homes for immediate family members in the ALR was 
extended to February 2020.   
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BCCA RESOLUTIONS POLICY 
The BC Cattlemen’s Association encourage resolutions to come from local and regional cattlemen’s associations.   
 
All resolutions are forwarded to the BCCA Resolutions Committee to review for duplications and to seek 
clarification wherever necessary.  
 
Resolutions that are received by the April 1st deadline will be put before the Annual General Meeting for debate 
and vote by the members in attendance.  
  
All resolutions submitted and action(s) taken will be printed on a timely basis in Beef in BC magazine. 
 
Local and regional associations are encouraged to submit issues of concern to the BCCA office at any time 
throughout the year. When received the BCCA staff or board will review the issue and refer it to the appropriate 
BCCA Standing Committee for action.  Any issues submitted that are of a controversial nature or that may alter 
BCCA policy will need to be ratified by the vote at the BCCA Annual General Meeting.  
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Canadian Cattlemen’s Association 

Bob Lowe, President 
 

In mid-March 2020, the world as we know it has changed with the arrival of confirmed cases of COVID-19 in 
Canada. The Canadian beef industry quickly mobilized and had to adapt to new protocols to help limit the 
spread of this virus and navigate these uncertain times one day at a time.  The CCA is continuing its efforts in 
partnership with industry stakeholders to help ensure the beef supply chain is functioning well despite the 
challenges posed by COVID-19.  

To help keep the industry informed during these uncertain times, a COVID-19 resources section was 
developed on the CCA website to help keep producers and broader industry informed.   

CCA has also developed and submitted to the Government of Canada recommendations and asks that will be 
of assistance to Canada’s beef producers during the COVID-19 pandemic.  The CCA also started to meet 
virtually with Parliamentarians and departmental staff to discuss the impacts of COVID-19 on the Canadian 
beef industry and discuss potential solutions.   

Prior to the uncertain times brought forward by the COVID-19 pandemic, 2019-20 was an active year for the 
Canadian Cattlemen’s Association (CCA).  Significant progress accomplished on key files, but there is still 
much work to be done.  Here are a few highlights of CCA’s efforts and activities for 2019-20: 

Trade 

Our trade priorities continue to focus on maintaining and growing our exports of Canadian beef.  
Implementation of new trade agreements over the last number of years have allowed Canadian beef 
producers access to new markets and opportunities.  In 2019, our exports have increased overall – we made 
gains in Japan, the US, South Korea, China and Hong Kong. 

The implementation of the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) 
has been positive for Canadian beef sector and its full potential is becoming clearer.  The demand for beef in 
Asia has grown since CPTPP’s implementation and we expect it to hold the largest potential for growth in 
beef demand over the next 25 years.  We have experienced significant growth of Canadian beef exports to 
Japan with a 65 per cent increase in 2019 over 2018. Japan is the second largest market for Canadian beef 
after the US. Another interesting CPTPP market is Vietnam - while this is currently not a large market for 
Canadian beef, we do see this as a potential market with growth potential.  

We are also making progress in growing our market share in Europe under the Comprehensive and Economic 
Trade Agreement (CETA), but the full potential of the deal has yet to be reached. Our 2019 exports to the EU 
continue to outpace levels in 2018 and there is more room for growth as Canada produces more EU-eligible 
beef and the program infrastructure hits its stride. We also see the United Kingdom as an opportunity and 
will be one of our next priorities.  

In December, Deputy Prime Minister Chrystia Freeland attended the formal signing of successor to the North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), the Canada-U.S.-Mexico Agreement (CUSMA). This long-awaited 
trade agreement will ensure Canada has access to essential North American markets, particularly the US.   

In early 2020, CCA continued its advocacy efforts to encourage the Government of Canada towards swift 
ratification of CUSMA and regulatory cooperation across borders, which will further enhance the value of 
trade and strength of the North American market. CCA applauded all Parliamentarians for accelerating the 
passage of CUSMA as COVID-19 began to impact Canada.  
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On March 13, 2020, Bill C-4: Canada–United States–Mexico Agreement Implementation Act was passed by 
the House of Commons and received Royal Assent.   

Canada and Mexico have already issued their respective notifications as the next step in the implementation 
process. The earliest the new deal could take hold is July, CCA continues to advocate for implementation for 
continued strong uninterrupted trade with our closest neighbour and trading partner. NAFTA will remain in 
force until the CUSMA is ratified by its members.  

Efforts to bring the mandatory country-of-origin labelling (mCOOL) back in the U.S. by certain interest groups 
were not successful through CUSMA.  The new agreement includes a section highlighting the tri-national 
commitment to not disrupt trade through labelling.  Despite the progress we have made on mCOOL, 
we continue to monitor the discussion which is brought forth by a minority voice from time-to-time.   

 Humane Transportation Regulations for Livestock 
Changes to livestock transportation regulations brought in by the Government of Canada have raised 
concerns for Canadian beef producers.  The proposed changes saw feed, water and rest intervals for cattle 
drop from 48 hours to 36 hours and rest stop durations increase from 5 hours to 8 hours. Additionally, there 
are a number of new recordkeeping components and definition updates for unfit and compromised cattle. 
The new regulations for the humane transport of livestock came into force on February 20, 2020, with a two-
year transition period on the enforcement of feed, water and rest interval provisions for the cattle sector, 
which will allow time for education, awareness building, and the development of rest stop infrastructure.   
CCA continues to work with government to develop solutions to outstanding challenges with the regulations 
and ensure changes made will contribute to demonstrable improvements in cattle welfare and not negatively 
impact the beef cattle transportation success rate of over 99 percent. It is imperative that rule changes aren’t 
going to unintentionally move industry away from the current high levels of success. 

To help raise awareness of these new regulations coming into force and promote compliance, CCA has 
posted background information on the what the two-year transition period means to beef producers as well 
as links to the CFIA’s brochure providing compliance tips on our website.   

Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE) Negligible Risk Status 
CCA is co-chairing, with the CFIA, a working group for the development, review and finalization of Canada’s 
submission for BSE Negligible Risk Status to the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE).  Milestones and 
activities are on target to ensure a strong application is submitted in July 2020 for consideration by OIE in the 
spring of 2021.  Achieving BSE Negligible Risk Status in Canada will have impact on market access and sets the 
stage for a review of our specific risk material (SRM) removal protocols and the opportunity to become more 
competitive with our key trading partners.     
 
Public and Stakeholder Engagement 
At a time when the gap between primary producers and consumers has grown, it is essential for us to help 
bridge this divide and enhance public trust in our sector.  The Canadian beef industry has a great story to tell 
and needs to find new avenues to connect with consumers.  We are starting to make strides with these 
efforts with the creation of the Public and Stakeholder Engagement (PSE) program in 2018.  PSE has grown 
into a fully funded program with three dedicated full-time staff who are tasked with mitigating consumer-
facing issues related to beef production in Canada.  With this increased capacity, the PSE team has moved 
away from solely focusing on the issue of the day to more proactive projects highlighting the benefits of 
Canadian beef.  One such project that has received significant attention is the mini documentary “Guardians 
of the Grasslands”, including numerous accolades from film festivals across our country. 
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Food Policy 
In recent years, we have seen increased attention at the federal level on food policy.  CCA has taken strides 
to be a part of these important discussions with policymakers.  
 We have actively participated in conversations concerning the Government’s “Healthy Eating Strategy” as 
well as the “National Food Policy”.  A key aspect of the Healthy Eating Strategy was revisiting Canada’s Food 
Canada, which was updated and released in 2019.  CCA provided input throughout the consultation process 
promoting beef as part of a healthy, balanced diet.  The Government continues to work through the Health 
Eating Strategy and CCA is staying involved along with other national associations.  Recognizing that 
important discussions concerning food and health will continue, CCA created the new Food Policy Committee 
in 2019 to focus on important public policy discussions related to food and health.  The Committee is off to a 
busy start, discussing important policies from alternative proteins, to front-of-pack labeling, to food waste, 
and much more.  

Environment 
The CCA actively engaged with senators, parliamentarians and government officials on concerns relating to 
the “Deeming Habitat” provision of Bill C-68, the “Fisheries Act”. This was problematic, as it would expand 
the definition of fish habitat to all water bodies being fish habitat or deemed fish habitat even if fish were not 
present for any life stage.  CCA staff presented to the Senate Committee on Fisheries and Oceans outlining 
concerns related to the 'Deeming Habitat' provision and the Senate ultimately included the repeal of this 
provision in a grouping of other amendments messaged to the House.  The amended Act received Royal 
Ascent on June 21, 2019 with parts of the Act coming into force immediately. Fish and Fish Habitat provisions 
came into force by an Order in Council in September 2019. 
The CCA also provided recommendations to the Pest Management Regulatory Agency (PMRA) for the 
continued registration of strychnine for use on Richardson's Ground Squirrels (RGS) pointing out the negative 
impacts of uncontrolled ground squirrel populations on grassland ecosystems, wildlife habitat and potentially 
on species at risk. Landowners will no longer be allowed to use strychnine to control Richardson's Ground 
Squirrels (RGS) in Canada as of March 4, 2023. The final decision passed down March 4, 2020, by the PRMA 
and there will be a three-year phase out period.  The CCA has filed a formal Notice of Objection to the 
PMRA's decision to cancel the registration. And the CCA will continue working alongside other concerned 
stakeholders to encourage the PMRA to reconsider their decision due to the devastating impacts on 
grassland ecosystems by RGS and our concerns regarding the science cited in the decision. 

Looking forward to 2020-2021, the CCA will continue its dedicated work on behalf of Canada’s 60,000 beef 
farms and ranches in order to realize the vision of a profitable Canadian beef industry with high-quality beef 
products recognized as the most outstanding by customers at home and around the world. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

Bob Lowe, President 
 Canadian Cattlemen’s Association 

 
Grant Huffman & Brian McKersie 

BCCA Representatives 
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Chad Ross, Chair              

 
It is my privilege to have been elected Chair of the Canadian Beef Check-Off Agency (the Agency) in 
August 2019 following our AGM. I am honoured to lead such a dedicated group of producers and 
industry stakeholders, and work towards a unified and sustainable national funding strategy for 
Canadian beef cattle research, market development and promotion.  

The Agency manages and administers the Canadian Beef Cattle Check-Off, which is collected on each 
head of cattle sold in Canada. The Canadian Beef Cattle Check-Off, the $2.50 portion administered by 
the Agency, is invested into national research, market development and promotion activities on behalf 
of all Canadian beef producers, while the provincial check-off is earmarked for provincially-focused 
advocacy, policy, trade, research, market development and promotion initiatives. 

By working with service providers, the Agency ensures that the check-off dollars invested into research, 
market development and promotion programs deliver measurable value to the Canadian beef industry.  
We are responsible for governance, communicating the value of the check-off investment, as well as 
training and education of producers and funding partners, regulatory management, collection and 
administration of check-off dollars. 

I am encouraged by the strengthened relationships between our Agency and our provincial cattle 
association stakeholders. We have come a long way over the past few years, and it is our key priority to 
ensure the best use of the check-off dollars that the provincial associations allocate. The Agency 
continues to work together with the provincial associations in many aspects, and I am confident that a 
renewed commitment to strong partnerships will help us to deliver measurable value for producers in 
Canada. 

In 2018/19, the Canadian Beef Cattle Check-Off revenue totaled $18,300,229 on cattle marketed. 
Revenue was generated at $2.50 per head on cattle marketed across Canada, with the exception of BC 
who increased in July 2018, and Ontario, who continues to collect $1 per head. 

Of the total net check-off funds collected of cattle marketings, 52 per cent was allocated to market 
development and promotion, 32 per cent to research, 12 per cent was retained by the provincial cattle 
organizations for regional marketing and research programs and 4 per cent was allocated to Public and 
Stakeholder Engagement (previously called issues management). 

The Import Levy on beef cattle, beef and beef products imported into Canada was also collected at a 
rate of $1 per head equivalent, for a total of $1,094,435. These funds, net administration, are allocated 
to unbranded, generic beef marketing such as nutrition marketing, recipe development and culinary 
skills education. 

$659,410 was retained for the administration of the check-off, the Agency and the Board. Our Board of 
Directors expenses have been reduced by ten per cent in the last year, and over 40 per cent since 2016. 
Canada Beef covered the additional costs for the Marketing Committee. 

The Agency Members approved an updated set of bylaws early in the fiscal year, just before our last 
AGM. The new bylaws set the stage for more independence for the Marketing Committee to oversee 
Canada Beef’s strategic and business operations, and include the election of four additional non-Agency 
committee members. The Agency continues to oversee the Marketing Committee from a governance 
perspective. 
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The regulatory compliance of both check-off and import levy administration included the updating of all 
agreements with the nine provincial cattle associations. By modernizing the language and refreshing the 
details, the Agency strengthened relationships and laid the foundation for most provinces to administer 
an increased check-off. 

To date, eight provinces have increased the checkoff to $2.50 per head. The increases and 
communications around them at the provincial association level were supported by the Agency for a 
smooth transition. The Agency concentrated on education of proper remittances, mostly on 
interprovincial trade. The approach will continue going forward with the goal of reducing slippage and 
incorrectly levied sales. 

We continue to support increased communication and education activities around check-off and import 
levy compliance. Ensuring that all of our producers and beef importers are on equal footing strengthens 
our industry’s competitiveness, and supports the programs that drive value for stakeholders through the 
investment of those dollars. 

Our Agency is strong because of those who come together to guide our organization, and because of the 
stakeholders who we represent. I am proud to be a voice for Canadian beef producers from coast to 
coast, and to work with our experienced Agency Members to deliver the measurable value for our 
industry.  

I am excited about the year ahead, and encourage everyone to connect with us any way you can, 
including through your provincial representative.  You can find us online at cdnbeefcheckoff.ca, or on 
your favourite social media platform @cdnbeefcheckoff.  

Regards,  
 

Chad Ross, Chair 
 Canadian Beef Check-Off Agency 
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Beef Cattle Research Council 

 
Andrea Brocklebank, Executive Director 
 

 
The Beef Cattle Research Council (BCRC) is Canada’s industry-led funding agency for beef, cattle and 
forage research. Its mandate is to determine research and development priorities for the Canadian beef 
cattle industry and to administer the Canadian Beef Cattle Check-Off funds allocated to research. The 
BCRC is led by a committee of beef producers who proportionally represent each province’s research 
allocation of the Canadian Beef Cattle Check-Off.  

Following a transition year in terms of both funding and program administration, the Beef Cattle Research 
Council (BCRC) has expanded and continues to advance its programming.  

National Beef Strategy 
The BCRC is a key partner in renewing and achieving the goals of the National Beef Strategy. Research 
and/or technology transfer outcomes in all four pillars of the 2020-2024 Strategy, those being productivity, 
competitiveness, beef demand, and connectivity, are addressed by the BCRC.  

BCRC programs are established to Validate and enhance the Canadian Beef Advantage, to increase, maintain 
and enhance Consumer Confidence, and support Public Trust and Sustainability. The BCRC works to increase 
productivity through investments in Genetic Selection, Research, Research Capacity and Technology Adoption, 
enhance competitiveness through investments in Surveillance and support an Outcome/Science-based 
regulatory system through targeted research funding.   

Canada’s Beef Cattle Industry Science Clusters 

The Science Clusters are a partnership with 
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC) 
that combines their strengths with the 
BCRC’s to make joint-investments in a variety 
of research programs with the greatest 
potential to advance the industry.  

Beef Science Cluster III in Progress 

Funding for the current (third) Cluster was 
announced by AAFC in July 2018. Covering 
the period to March 31, 2023, $21 million has 
been directed to 26 research projects. The 
funding includes $14 million from AAFC, $5 
million in funding from the research allocation 
of the Canadian Beef Cattle Check-Off and 
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$1.5 million in in-kind contributions from industry in the form of cattle, equipment, and materials. 

This Cluster will work to grow beef exports and supply growing global beef demand by supporting research 
and technology transfer that advances Canadian beef and forage production while enhancing industry 
competitiveness and the public’s trust in responsible production.  

Details on all 26 Cluster projects are available on BeefResearch.ca. 

Priority Research Projects 
In addition to the projects within the third Science Cluster, research aimed at achieving specific goals of 
high priority to the beef industry are sought. Since June 2018, the council has launched an annual targeted 
call for letters of intent. Applicants are required to source 50 per cent or greater of project funding in 
order to leverage check-off dollars for a greater return on producer investment. Summaries of these 
research projects will be available on BeefResearch.ca.  

Proof of Concept Projects 
Also being funded are short-term (six months to one year) proof of concept-based (POC) research to help 
inform whether a concept is worth pursuing as a larger, more defined research investment. BCRC 
approved funding in February 2019 for four POC projects. These POC projects were funded in large part 
by a private industry partner. A second call for POC projects was launched August 2019.  

Research Capacity 
The BCRC identified that gaps in research capacity are a high priority and in 2018/19 began the process of 
developing Research Chairs in partnership with key Research Institutions through a competitive call for 
proposals. The intent of BCRC investments is to leverage other funding to implement long-term research 
capacity in areas of priority to industry.  

From the proposals submitted in 2018/19, two concepts were selected for further development: 

 A Beef Production Systems Chair is proposed to be established at the University of Alberta “to 
increase the competitiveness of those sectors of the Canadian beef industry that rely heavily on 
grazing-based forage resources, while maintaining a strong focus on beef production and market 
outcomes”.  

 At the Western College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Saskatchewan, a BCRC Chair in One 
Health and Production-Limiting Diseases is proposed to be established with the goal “to increase 
capacity for applied field research and surveillance in specific priority areas outlined by the beef 
industry including: animal health and welfare, antimicrobial use, resistance and alternatives, and on-
farm food safety”. 

BCRC has conditionally committed $150,000/year for five years to each of the Chair positions outlined 
above, with commitment conditional upon the Institution securing matching funds.  Efforts are currently 
being led by the institutions, supported by the BCRC, to secure matching funds through sources such as the 
NSERC Industrial Research Chair (IRC) program with the goal of matching funds and the new Chair 
positions being in place in 2019/20.  
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Knowledge and Technology Transfer 
The BCRC continues to develop and distribute several extension resources for Canadian cattle producers, 
including interactive decision-making tools, videos, articles, webinars, and infographics. All are available on 
www.beefresearch.ca, and regularly promoted through various channels, including the BCRC Blog and the 
BCRC e-newsletter, The Wire. 

Advancement of the Verified Beef Production Plus program 
In addition to funding research, the BCRC is responsible for the delivery of the Verified Beef Production 
Plus (VBP+) program, which verifies on-farm practices related to food safety, animal care, biosecurity, and 
environment. Ongoing national industry investment will ensure the consistent delivery of the VBP+ 
program as it becomes a core pillar in verifying sustainable beef production in partnership with end-users.  

For More Information  
To learn more about BCRC initiatives and take advantage of our extension resources, visit our website at 
www.beefresearch.ca. 

Respectfully submitted,  
 

Andrea Brocklebank, Executive Director 
Beef Cattle Research Council 

 
Jeff Braisher, 

BCCA Representative 
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Canada Beef Annual Report  
 

Ron Glaser, Vice President 
 
As the marketing division of the Canadian Beef Cattle Research, Market Development and Promotion 
Agency, Canada Beef is the cattle producer-funded and run organization responsible for domestic and 
international beef and veal market development.  It has 28 staff in offices in Canada, Mexico, Japan, 
China, and Taiwan.  In addition to National Check-Off and import levy funding, Canada Beef leverages 
cattle producer dollars with private market partner investments, and government industry development 
funding to maximize the benefits of producer check-off investment.  
 
Capture High Growth Market Segments 
Canada Beef is using market segmentation tools to identify high-growth, high-value consumer groupings 
by demographics, behaviour, ethnicity, geography, etc.  By understanding consumer segments’ needs 
and wants, Canada Beef develops marketing and promotional campaigns relevant to each segment 
resulting in increased awareness, improved perception, heightened product desire and ultimately 
increased purchase.  
 
Canada Beef completed extensive consumer research in Canada, Mexico, Japan, China and Taiwan 
looking at consumer and customer attitudes towards our beef products and production systems to 
better understand our relative strengths and weaknesses specific to those markets.  This information is 
being used to develop promotional and marketing creative concepts to be as effective as possible with 
our consumer marketing investments.   
 
Domestic Market Development 
Preliminary 2019 consumption data shows a slight decrease in per capita beef consumption due to 
larger net exports of Canadian beef.  Eighty-one per cent of beef consumed in Canada was sourced from 
domestic production, up 3 per cent from 2018.  The retail beef demand index was down 3.3 per cent 
while the wholesale demand index was up 1.3 per cent.  (Note: final 2019 consumption data will be 
available in spring 2020.) 
 
Expand Programs with Retail and Foodservice Partners 
By focusing on brand partners with large volumes and influence (such as Sobeys, Costco, Loblaw, 
Walmart, Federated Co-op, Tim Hortons, Swiss Chalet, Montana’s, Subway, Sysco), Canada Beef can 
ensure that these partners are well-versed in Canadian beef, and can leverage the value of the Canadian 
Beef Brand.  Moreover, these programs build loyalty and commitment to Canadian beef among trade 
partners and consumers thus generating sustained demand and increased value for producers.  
 
Canada Beef Performs e-newsletter 
Canada Beef launched a monthly e-newsletter to keep beef producers and stakeholders informed about 
the work the Canada Beef team is doing in Canada and the export marketplace. Anyone interested in 
learning about the work Canada Beef is doing can sign up for the newsletter at 
https://canadabeef.ca/sign-up-canada-beef-performs/. 
 
Consumer Marketing and Public Trust 
Canada Beef’s social and digital spaces engage and connect with consumers and producers to build 
brand loyalty.  With over 61,000 followers and 7.2 million impressions, Canada Beef continues to 
successfully build relationships and drive demand.  At Canadabeef.ca website consumers and producers 
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can source information regarding recipes, beef know-how, media releases, beef campaigns and events 
in both English and French. The Make it Beef (MIB) monthly e-newsletter is deployed to almost 40,000 
subscribers covering topics that are both culinary and brand focused. The Roundup App is a mobile beef 
buying and cooking app, designed to help consumers have better success with beef when they cook at 
home.  This resource is offered in English, French and Spanish and was adapted for the Chinese market.   
 
Closely related to consumer marketing are efforts to build the beef industry’s social license with the 
public.  Canada Beef continues to partner with the CCA and other beef industry groups to address public 
and consumer concerns about beef production, while also building/reinforcing the Canadian beef brand.   
 
In response to the launch of Canada’s Food Guide in January 2019, a social media campaign around 
sustainability and beef was developed.  The posts highlighted key facts around nutritional benefits of 
beef and sustainability facts and information. The team prepared responses in advance to provide 
correct information and answers to consumer questions.  The joint issues management team 
coordinated a response strategy for the launch of the food guide that included responding to over 50 
interview requests; resource kits produced and shared with national and provincial organizations 
(#Beefbelongs shared previously with the Board); collaboration with other animal protein groups; and 
media training for key spokesmen.   
 
Generic Beef Marketing Funded by the Import Levy 
The Import Levy (collected on beef imports at the equivalent rate of $1 per head) continues to provide 
funding for positive beef messaging across Canada.  With consumers’ diminishing food skills, concerns 
over healthy diets and public trust issues, Canada Beef developed targeted initiatives to positively 
influence consumer preference for beef over other proteins.  Activities included print advertising, social 
media (i.e. blogs), television and radio interviews, and generated over 24 million consumer impressions.  
Visit www.thinkbeef.ca for access to marketing resources generated from import levy funding.   
 
Canada Beef conducted a Canada-wide television campaign for winter 2019.  In light of the new Food 
Guide discussions around the value of plant-based protein foods, the campaign was designed is to draw 
consumer attention to beef’s substantial nutrient profile, in conjunction with its amazing taste and 
versatility as part of a balanced diet.  The 3 x 15-second spots stressed the remarkable nutrient density 
of beef compared to other protein foods, including plant-based burgers.  The $220,000 campaign ran on 
a variety of prominent television networks such as CTV, CBC, CTV News Channel, CBC News Network, 
the Food Network, HGTV, Showcase and the National Geographic Channel.  The campaign was projected 
to reach 15,000,000+ Adults 25-54.  
 
Protect and Grow Canadian Beef in Export Markets 
Canada Beef’s work in export markets is creating opportunities for the Canadian beef industry to realize 
greater value for the carcass than could be realized in the domestic market alone.  As well as offering 
competitive bids on middle meats, the export markets can deliver better returns for end meats, 
credit/thin meats and offal than here at home.  Canfax Research Services estimates that well over 
$600/head in additional value is added to the carcass by export markets.   
 
With heightened competition from other beef exporters, there is a need to intensify our business 
development programs in export markets where we are currently present.  These include: Japan, China, 
Southeast Asia, Korea, Taiwan, Mexico, European Union and the Middle East.   
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By utilizing integrated marketing programs linking online and live events; culinary seminars and 
competitions; social media platforms and brand media campaigns; and business development outreach 
through trade shows and trade missions; Canada Beef is creating brand awareness and positively 
positioning Canadian beef in the minds of export customers, consumers and key influencers.  
 
Overall, Canadian beef exports from January to December 2019 were up 10 percent in volume and 17 
per cent in value. These are record high values and near record high volumes. Overall, Canadian beef 
export demand was up 5.8 per cent from 2018.  
 
Japan in particular has been surging due to the tariff rate reduction Canada is enjoying with the 
implementation of the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) 
trade agreement.  Canada received a tariff reduction of 11 per cent on January 1st while our largest 
competitor the United States has remained at the previous tariff level.  This has contributed to a 
doubling of typical Canadian beef export volumes to Japan through most of 2019.   
 
Double the Business Generated by the Canadian Beef Centre of Excellence 
The Canadian Beef Centre of Excellence (CBCE) is a teaching/training demo theatre featuring: fabrication 
room, commercial and home kitchen, boardroom and dining room, world-class equipment and Hazard 
Analysis And Critical Control Point (HACCP) standards.  The Centre provides a place where staff can offer 
solutions to beef category challenges for existing customers, and introduce new customers and markets 
to Canadian beef for the first time.  To date, the CBCE has had visitors from more than 32 countries, 
hosted over 90 international missions and over 140 domestic missions representing over 450 companies 
from across the global.   

Respectfully Submitted, 
 

Ron Glaser, Vice President 
Canada Beef  
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In 2019, B.C.’s agriculture sector once again experienced challenges but also successes that are worth 
mentioning. Some of the prominent files the BC Agriculture Council (BCAC) worked on include:  
 Changes to the Agricultural Land Commission (ALC) governance and Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR);  
 Employment Standards Amendment Act (Bill 8);  
 Implementation of the new Agricultural Environmental Management Code of Practice (AEM Code); 
and  
 The Protection of Temporary Workers Act (Bill 48).  
 
Another year has flown by, but there was a lot going on within BCAC’s walls, including an office relocation! 
Here are some of last year’s highlights. 
 
2019 AG DAY IN VICTORIA  
BCAC and our member associations travelled from across the province in October to collaborate with 
government on key issues. The event brought over 80 B.C. farmers and ranchers together with cabinet 
ministers, MLAs and key government staff for a day filled with close to 40 meetings. We were there to 
increase awareness around the positive impacts agriculture has on B.C.’s economy. Our key messages were 
focused on:  
 
1. Ensuring the ALR supports B.C.’s farmers;  
2. Encouraging farming on farmland through government policies; and  
3. Helping farm families feel safer on their farms.  
 
A notable highlight from the evening networking reception was having three cabinet ministers (Popham, Eby 
and Farnworth) make a statement on animal care and announce plans to strengthen trespass laws for 
producers in B.C.  
BCAC and the government have an important role to play in supporting our food system. For more on 
government representation, please see the report from Executive Director, Reg Ens on the following pages.  
 
ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT  
BCAC is continually tasked with incorporating strategic ways to strengthen organizational resources that 
support our objectives while doing our best to keep member dues stable. The Ag Gala, Farmer ID Card and 
membership with The Co-operators are all critical activities that support BCAC’s deliverables to our 
membership. Here is a review on those activities from 2019:  
 
AG GALA Thank you to our sponsors and to everyone who attended the 18th Annual BC Agri-Food Industry 
Gala, it was another fantastic event! The proceeds raised at the gala directly support the Council’s work to 
advocate on behalf of over 20,000 farm families, deliver programs and services to B.C. farmers and ranchers 
and move our province’s agriculture sector forward in collaboration with our stakeholders. Ag Day in Victoria 
(our main lobby day) would not be possible without the funds raised at the gala.  
I would like to extend another huge thank you to those who generously donated items for our silent auction 
and for those who participated by bidding on them. We managed to surpass our goal and raised over $11,000 
for BC Agriculture in the Classroom Foundation. 
 
FARMER ID CARD PROGRAM Based off the review conducted in 2018, here are some improvements to the 
Farmer ID Card Program that were implemented over the last year:  
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 New and improved program benefits and services  
 The Premises ID number can be printed on card  
 A reduced price for authorized cardholders  
 Card numbers remain the same upon renewal  
 An online login for cardholders to access program discounts and a digital card 24/7  

We were pleased to see the program exceed its first annual sales targets in 2019. Staff will continue to grow 
this program so that revenue can be used to stabilize member association dues and improve services and 
programs offered by BCAC that benefit farmers, ranchers and associations.  

For a list of current discount offerings, visit: www.bcac.ca  
 
THE CO-OPERATORS BCAC became members of The Co-operators to open the opportunity of an additional 
revenue source. This would have been the first year receiving dividends, however, due to poor financial 
conditions for the insurance sector in 2018, we did not receive a payment of dividends. Interim 2019 results 
show improving conditions.  
 
STRENGTHENING CONSUMERS’ CONFIDENCE IN HOW WE GROW AND RAISE B.C. PRODUCT  
2019 marks the final year of our public trust pilot initiative; an industry collaboration to bridge information 
gaps, understand and address concerns, and strengthen confidence between consumers and BC’s land and 
ocean-based producers. I am encouraged and excited to see the momentum building as we document the 
impacts and success stories of our journey so far. I would like to thank our members and their boards, 
sponsors, industry partners, government representatives and all farmers and ranchers for your dedication to 
advancing agriculture in B.C. I look forward to discussing the possibilities of continuing this work and 
incorporating it into BCAC’s core responsibilities. 

Message from BCAC Executive Director, Reg Ens 
We have a truly incredible team at BCAC, ARDCorp and WALI (Western Agriculture Labour Initiative). It has 
been exciting to watch the growth and changes of our staff throughout the year. In May, Danielle Synotte 
welcomed twins, and in October, Raman Kari welcomed baby number two. With these changes, Cassy James 
has stepped into Danielle’s role with help from Melanie Dykshoorn, who has been hired as our 
Communications Assistant during Danielle’s leave. Michelle Redekopp has expended her role with the 
Environmental Farm Plan Program and is filling in for Raman while she is away. And finally, we welcomed 
Emma Wardle in the early spring to fill the role of Administration Assistant as Shaz Pirmohammad moved on 
to pursue a new career opportunity. This team enables our organization to make a difference in many of our 
key focus areas. 

We were very intentional with participation at as many of our member events as possible. Thank you for 
allowing our team to engage with you and your respective members. With your support and engagement, we 
are all more effective.  

Connecting with and influencing government actions is a core activity for BCAC. We saw another very 
successful Ag Day in Victoria, which included an announcement on farm trespassing by three provincial 
cabinet ministers. BCAC also joined the Canadian Federation of Agriculture’s “Producing Prosperity” 
campaign during the federal election, which helped raise the profile of agriculture federally. 
Environment, labour and land use issues continued to dominate most of our discussions in 2019. Continue 
reading to learn more about BCAC’s activities and areas of focus during the 2019 year. 
 
ENVIRONMENT 
The new Agriculture Environment Management Code of Practice (the Code) came into effect on February 
28, 2019, replacing the previous Agricultural Waste Control Regulation. BCAC assisted the Ministries of 
Environment and Agriculture by connecting with farmers and ranchers across the province to communicate 
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about the implementation of the Code and what needs to be done on their own farms to comply with the 
new rules. 

BCAC hosted educational sessions for members and later for larger producer groups, included commodity-
specific information on our website, connected Ministry staff with industry events and worked with 
government to address problems as they were identified. 

As a result, most BCAC members have a good understanding of how the new rules impact their sector. 
Revisions to the Environmental Farm Plan Program workbook were also made to prepare for the 2020-21 
program year.  

Outstanding contentious issues with the Code still remain and government needs to understand that 
producers require time to adapt to even more changes, so implementation will continue to take time. 
 
LABOUR 
Accessing reliable and cost-effective labour sources continues being an ever-increasing challenge for B.C. 
farmers. In the spring, the B.C. Ministry of Labour passed amendments to the Employment Standards Act. 
BCAC was the only employer organization to petition government on the importance of enabling young 
people to work on farms. While changes in the Act did not go as we had hoped, government re-engaged with 
the agriculture industry in the fall as they worked on the regulations. Together, we were able to get 
government to examine how these changes apply to farm families. 

In the summer, government passed the Protection of Temporary Workers Act and implemented licencing of 
all recruiters. Regulations needed to implement the employer registration were not yet completed by the 
end of 2019. BCAC has met several times with the Minister of Labour and senior staff and provided 
suggestions with specific ideas on how to improve employer outreach and education. We believe that 
employers want to do the right things, but they are constantly challenged with keeping up with all the 
requirements. 

A few 2019 successes include an improvement in communication with Integrity Services Branch and 
significant improvements to the Temporary Foreign Worker Program processing times. 

In early January, government released the Piece Rate Study from 2018. The report identified the importance 
of this payment option for parts of agriculture. Additional work with some sectors continues. 
 
LAND USE 
Government continued to implement changes to the ALC and ALR throughout 2019. Legislation changes were 
a challenge for all. Land policy can be a very personal and divisive topic. BCAC continues engaging with 
government as they implement the changes and look to make improvements on earlier amendments. BCAC 
continues to advocate for B.C. farmers and ranchers to ensure that we protect farmland and farmers for 
future generations. 
 

Respectfully submitted. 
 

Stan Vander Waal, President 
BC Agriculture Council  

 
Reg Ens, Executive Director 

BC Agriculture Council  
 

Duncan Barnett, 
BCCA Representative 
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OII Ownership Identification Inc. 
 
Bob Miller, General Manager                                    
 

OII is a not-for-profit organization designated by the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries in 1997 
to administer the brand registration and inspection program in British Columbia. The company is run by a 
board of directors and managed out of the head office in Kamloops. 
 
The program conducts the livestock brands registry and the inspection service of cattle and horses for 
lawful possession prior to transportation, sale and slaughter. 
 
The program is financed in its entirety through the brand registration and inspection fees paid by 
livestock industry participants. 
 
In the Office  
Bob Miller – General Manager 
Cathy Stewart – Office Manager 
Heather Miller – Brands & Reception 
Janette Speller – Receptions Associate 
 
Board of Directors 
President – Ellen Hockley, Horse Council BC 
Vice President – Roger Patenaude, 
BC Cattlemen’s  Association 
Chris Haywood-Farmer – 
BC Cattlemen’s  Association 
Doug Haughton –  
BC Association of Cattle Feeders 
Gary DeBruin –  
BC Breeders & Feeders Association 
Peter Raffan – 
Mountain Livestock Marketing Association 
 
Re: RCMP Livestock Coordinator  
 
 BCCA and OII offices work closely with Cpl. Lepine, on many industry issues and topics. 
 Cpl. Lepine and Bob Miller currently sit as ex-officio’s on the BCCA Livestock Industry Protection 

Committee  
 Cpl. Lepine and Bob Miller serve on the steering committee for Livestock Emergency Response 

Trailer and Rapid Response Kit projects  
 
Brand Renewal Notices 2020 
 
2020 Brand Expiry renewals are annually sent out in April, all of which are due prior to June 30. 
Reminders; Second notices are sent out in May. 

 If at any time a brand registrant has a change of address, please let the OII office know in order 
to keep our mail list current. 

 Please provide the office with as much contact information as possible, including e-mail 
address, etc. 

 
Other 
 

 OII currently administers approximately 6000 registered brands combining cattle and horses 
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 2015 OII added a bill of sale to the manifest books (Form 3) 
 2015 OII added a column on the manifest for producers and destination points to include their 

Premise  
Id #. We are now seeing PID #’s recorded on some of the Form 3’s 
This is a requirement of the soon to be proposed, CFIA National Traceability Plan 

 2017 OII, as a request of industry and government re; added a column on the manifest for TIME 
LOADED, re: animal welfare 
This is a requirement of the National Farm Animal Care Council (NFACC), Codes of Practice and the 
Livestock Transportation new regulation code 

 2018 OII Brand book was published in September and can be purchased by contacting the OII office 
for $25.00 each, plus postage 

 2019 OII made a slight change to the Form 3 requesting more vital information regarding owners 
mailing address 

 2020 OII will be printing a larger scale manifest book. We are adding more space in order to collect 
the required information  

 OII is pleased to be a participating partner in the Farm Animal Care and Emergency Response Plan 
 OII is involved in ongoing discussions with government and industry alike; regarding proactive 

measures to operate in the world of electronic data saving and movement tracking  
 

Did You Know 
 OII currently has 36 part time brand inspectors located throughout the province 
 Brand inspectors require a 24-hour notice prior to providing an inspection service 

It is the owner/contributors responsibility to properly present the livestock for brand inspection 
 It is the responsibility of the contributor to provide a properly completed manifest (Form 3) to 

accompany all livestock movement and shipment, when applicable. 
Part 5 – General (Livestock Identification Act) Sec; 47 – Evidence of Ownership where brand not 
owner’s. 

  A contributor, who presents purchased livestock, which are branded with a brand other than that     
registered in his name, shall present to the inspector satisfactory evidence of ownership for the 
livestock. 

 
- It is the responsibility of the contributor to have the manifest made out in the same name(s) the 

brand is registered in. If this is not the case, then a properly completed bill of sale shall serve as 
the best means of proving ownership for animals not carrying the contributors brand 

- When consigning Finance Association cattle carrying an association brand, the manifest must be 
completed in the name of the association. Otherwise, an association release must be provided. 

- Violation of any of the previously listed regulations could result in detention of funds. 
 

 OII is an annual Sponsor of the TRU Applied Sustainable Ranching Program at Williams Lake Campus   
 OII web page – Missing livestock (cattle and horses) reported is posted for a period of one year, 

unless livestock are reported when located.  
 Please see Inspection Stat sheet attached. (July 1, 2019 – February 28, 2020 – with comparison to 

previous year) 
Respectfully submitted, 

 
Bob Miller, General Manager 
Ownership Identification Inc. 

 
Roger Patenaude & Chris Haywood-Farmer 

BCCA Representatives
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Canadian Cattle Identification Agency 

 

Pat Hayes, Chair 
 

The Canadian Cattle Identification Agency (CCIA) is pleased to report on another productive year. 

The Board of Directors underwent several personnel changes in 2019. Pat Hayes (Canadian Cattlemen’s Association) 
replaced Mark Elford (Saskatchewan Stock Growers Association) as Chair. Lyle Miller (Alberta Cattle Feeders’ 
Association) was elected as Vice-Chair. The Executive Committee now includes Ken Perlich (Livestock Markets 
Association of Canada) as well as previous members, Howard Bekkering (Alberta Beef Producers) and Doug Sawyer 
(Canadian Cattlemen’s Association). 

The Board welcomes new representation from: 
 Saskatchewan Stock Growers Association - Shane Jahnke 
 Beef Farmers of Ontario - Dan Darling 
 Manitoba Beef Producers - Nancy Howatt 

Regulations 
Proposed amendments have been postponed until 2020. 

Early in 2019, CCIA and the Canadian Cattlemen’s Association (CCA) discussed the financial impact of the proposed 
regulations with the federal government. Industry urged government to make traceability a budget item instead of 
stakeholders having to apply for funding.  

Premises identification (PID) remains the building block for most of the proposed regulations. CCIA has received 
tremendous collaboration from many provincial governments whose PID numbers have been matched with CLTS 
accounts. CCIA continues to pursue collaboration with the remaining provinces. 

The Canadian Dairy Network (CDN) will be moving forward as the responsible administrator for the dairy sector. This 
new traceability database will be known as DairyTrace. CDN and CCIA intend to work closely to establish a smooth 
transition of data which will involve the historical data transfer as well as on-going data capture.  

Communications 
CCIA’s Communications team developed and executed an intensive rebranding of the organization in 2019. This was 
launched with the introduction of the new logo in the final quarter of 2018. The redesign incorporated practical fact 
sheets which were developed as visual aids on numerous topics over the year. The fact sheets were developed to 
further educate and create awareness through simple and digestible learning literature. They are posted to the CCIA 
website and have been featured on social media via the daily posts. A successfully commissioned digital marketing 
campaign provided valuable insights for the communication team to continue to promote the web store from social 
media channels. 

CCIA was engaged at a variety of speaking engagements across the country. Presentations delivered by CCIA staff 
were focused on how to prepare for proposed regulatory amendments and how to use the CLTS and the CLTS MOBO 
APP. We are always happy to attend various industry events and have a chance to meet producers and dealers in 
person. 

Web Store 
The CCIA Web Store gained momentum in 2019. The exclusive distribution of Angus tags and the addition of a 
Shorthorn tag helped drive traffic to the site. The web store is now offering pre-regulatory goat and cervid indicators 
and tag readers. Increasing the range of products in the store, a user-friendly design and competitive prices have 
added more reasons for producers to take their shopping online and purchase digitally from our webstore.  

Technology  
Ultra-High Frequency (UHF) technology has become a frequently discussed topic over the last few years.  
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The CCIA Board of Directors received a short training session on UHF technology in order to ensure an understanding 
of the benefits and challenges surrounding the adoption of UHF technology. A fact sheet was developed to clearly 
compare the differences between UHF and Low Frequency technology and a UHF project is being contemplated to 
allow CCIA to have updated information on the technology as it relates to animal identification and traceability. 

CCIA continues to place a high priority on improving tag retention. One ongoing study is focused on the plastic 
composition and its role on durability. We were pleased to help undertake a solution that will improve retention 
caused by plastic deterioration from manufacturers.  

Field Team 
CCIA’s National Field Services team was present all over the country; both by attending industry events and by 
conducting dealer verifications. The Field Team put a heavy emphasis on educating dealers and producers on how to 
use the CLTS system and the value of the CLTS MOBO APP. 

In a combined effort with the Communications team, strategies have been developed to increase communications 
with dealers via newsletters and verifications. The team has completed 364 of 753 dealer verifications and has been 
successful in performing virtual verifications, which help save on travel costs. 

Client Support 
Our Client Support services was the focus of last year’s annual mandatory internal audit. The recommendations led 
to stronger delivery of services and better preparations for future needs for representatives. We have developed 
closer relationships with other regulated parties, including Fairs and Exhibitions, who are setting up CLTS accounts for 
the first time. 

A new Gift Certificate process was implemented. Gift certificates of any dollar amount are available for purchase and 
can be redeemed through a rebate process for any product in the CCIA web store. 

Information Technology (IT) 
The IT department made major changes in 2019 to update digital security and protect sensitive data. Removing all 
physical servers and changing to virtual systems decreased the need for hardware and reduced maintenance costs. 
Major overhauls took place to upgrade servers and redesign network structures for increased performance, 
availability and redundancy. 

CLTS MOBO  
The CLTS MOBO APP received a complete revamp of the user interface, offering new features and a new design. 
Features include the addition of practical events, an enhanced submission process and tag input via Bluetooth 
enabled tag reader. 

An Offline Mode was added to the APP, which allows users to store data and upload at a more convenient time, or 
when back in a service area. 

The CLTS MOBO APP offers the power of the CLTS at your fingertips. It is available as a free download, wherever you 
get your APPs. 

Canadian Livestock Tracking System (CLTS) Enhancements 
CCIA continues to improve the functionality of the CLTS by making enhancements to various features such as support 
of customized herd management numbers, revamped event type permission logic and support to cross reference 
two USDA tags. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

Pat Hayes, Chair 
Canadian Cattle Identification Agency 

 
Duncan Barnett, 

BCCA Representative   
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IAF Report For The Cattle Sector 
 

Investment Agriculture Foundation -  For The Cattle Sector 
 

Michelle Kosko, Executive Director 

The Investment Agriculture Foundation of BC (IAF) Board of Directors is pleased to present our highlights 
for projects supported in 2019. 
 
Thanks once again to the considerable investments from the federal and provincial governments, we are 
helping to advance innovation and accelerate growth for BC farmers and ranchers.  
 
In partnership with ARDCorp, IAF is delivering Canadian Agricultural Partnership funding to the BC 
Agriculture and Food Climate Action Initiative. This initiative supports the implementation of adaption 
practices identified in regional climate adaptation strategies from across the province. In 2019, we were 
pleased to support the Cariboo Cattlemen’s Association’s Livestock Surface Water Pilot and 
Demonstration project to help beef producers adapt to the effects of climate change on surface water 
supply and forage resources. Thanks to the collaboration of sector groups, government and First 
Nations, the pilot will support the implementation of improved water and forage management practices 
on high-risk range units. Sustainable resource management will not only benefit beef and other grazing 
livestock industries but will also enhance operations for other producers (such as vegetable crop 
producers) who share these resources. (Funding: $29,260 through the Canadian Agricultural 
Partnership, a federal-provincial-territorial initiative; RA CB14) 

Funding was also approved in 2019 for Thompson Rivers University to undertake the Purchase and Pilot 
of Greenfeed Emissions Detector for the BC Beef Industry. With the cattle industry facing public 
pressure related to the carbon output of cattle, this project will enable Thompson Rivers University to 
purchase and install technology that can be used to monitor and measure the output of greenhouse gas 
emissions from cattle.  This technology will generate valuable information to cattle industry partners 
and hopefully lead to increased public trust, increase opportunities for innovation based in BC, and 
reduced carbon output from the cattle sector. Once installed, the technology will evaluate the use of red 
seaweed as a feed additive in cattle to reduce carbon output. (Funding: $97,244 through the Canadian 
Agricultural Partnership, a federal-provincial-territorial initiative; INV011) 

We’d like to thank the Governments of Canada and British Columbia for their ongoing assistance with 
project funding through a variety of programs that we deliver on their behalf. 
Finally, we’d like to thank the BC Cattlemen’s Association for their continued commitment to industry 
and congratulate them on another successful year. As always, we are proud to work with you to 
strengthen the sustainability of BC’s beef industry.  

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Michelle Kosko, Executive Director 
Investment Agriculture Foundation 

 
Dave Zehnder,  

    BCCA Representative 
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Pat Tonn, Executive Director 
 

 
Take a Bite of BC 
In 2019-20, BC Agriculture in the Classroom Foundation celebrates 10 years of Take a Bite of BC in 55 
secondary school teaching kitchens around the province, reaching 7,263 culinary arts students, and 
68,000 students in schools. Thank you to BC Cattlemen’s for sending a complimentary beef to each 
teaching kitchen! The BC products enhance the culinary students’ learning experience by enabling them 
to work with local BC products and provide awareness about the foods that are grown around them.  
 
The food studies and culinary arts classroom Spotlight Series with our commodity partners educates 
students on the agriculture story of each agricultural product. This includes the farmer’s story, a year in 
the life of the farm and the careers aligned with the product processing in BC presented in class with the 
product delivery. The electronically enhanced GrowBC resource on our the website www.bcaitc.ca 
provides resources for students to explore where BC products are grown or raised and the agriculture 
story from farm to plate, BC Beef is one of those commodities. Thank you for your partnership! 
                                              
We receive amazing comments from schools throughout the year that reflect the great learning 
opportunities afforded by your generosity: 
 
“As an educator, I am so happy with this program. Our students would like to say a special, thank you to 
all the farmers. Our school programs benefit greatly from all of your support. Our challenge is to come 
with interesting menu ideas for each individual product. Thank you.” 
Chef Brian Roodenrys, Semiahmoo Secondary, Surrey 
 
“With shrinking funding at our schools, Take a Bite of BC allows teachers to have meaningful learning 
with our students. It has definitely made our students’ learning more fun, as they are able to touch it, 
cook it, and eat it too! Thank you for all the support you provide our culinary classes. It is priceless! 
Again, THANK YOU!” 
Chef Gena Sena, Richmond Secondary 
 
Summer Institute 
We were delighted to welcome back ranchers Doug and Erika Fossen to our Teacher Summer Institute in 
2019. They kept our group of 35 teachers and informed and entertained with a lively presentation on 
what life is like for a rancher. Doug and Erika shared an inside look into their day-to-day activities on 
their family ranch.  
 
Educators Agriculture Tour 2019! 
In August, we held our first two-day professional development session on agriculture for teachers 
focusing on secondary education. BC AITC along with BC Agriculture Council and Farm Credit Canada 
hosted 40 educators who focused on farm tours, conversations with farmers and exploration of topics in 
agriculture including sustainability, animal care, the environment, GMOs and more. Teachers were 
impressed with the candid conversations they had with farmers and what they learned firsthand on the 
farm. They went home with class ready resources on curriculum-based agriculture lessons for their 
students and a belly full of good BC food! 
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New Projects 
As part of a new ongoing project centered around public trust for agriculture, we will be collaborating 
with the BC Cattlemen’s Public Affairs and Education Committee to build a primary, intermediate and 
secondary teaching kit on beef and ranches with connections to appropriate age curriculum. Resources 
will cover everything from cow/calf life stages, to animal feed, to beef and the environment, meat 
preparation and career opportunities in the sector. 
 
On behalf of BC Agriculture in the Classroom Foundation, we would like to thank you for your continued 
support to our organization, and valuable partnership. We hope that together we can continue to make 
a difference for BC’s agriculture.  

Respectfully submitted,  
 

Pat Tonn, Executive Director 
BC Agriculture in the Classroom Foundation 
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